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DEEPSEED ADVERT NEW

I am often reminded of how important it is to surround 
ourselves with knowledgeable people who challenge us to 
“think outside of the square”. These types of people have 
the capacity to inspire us and teach us to question the way 
that we think. I was fortunate to have Adam Long stay with 
me for three days recently, and one of the topics that we 
discussed was effective skydiving techniques. I realised 
that each and every skydive that we do has a number of 
elements which need to occur to ensure the outcome is 
safe and successful.  

Before boarding the aircraft we have already briefed and 
dirt-dived the jump, and often the amount of effort put 
in on the ground is reflected by the quality of the jump. 
Getting into the aircraft armed with the right information 
and a good plan firmly implanted in your brain is directly 
related to the 7Ps - Prior Planning and Preparation Prevent 
Piss Poor Performance. We need to be as prepared as 
possible to ensure the best chance of success, and putting 
in that little extra effort will often reward us greatly. The 
safety of the jump can be compromised if this step is not 
done well, however the jump can still be done safely with 
the absence of this planning. So without proper planning 
we can still be safe in the air. Planning is obviously an 
important step towards safety but there seems to be more 
important elements during a skydive that directly affect 
safety. 

Situational Awareness is one safety element which can be 
seen as being imperative in the execution of a successful 
and safe skydive. By being situationally aware we can 
be seen to be gathering information, interpreting that 
information and then anticipating the future. Put simply, 
Situational Awareness is three simple questions; What just 
happened? What is happening? What is about to happen? 
These are life-saving questions.  

As a motorcycle rider I have become so aware while I am 
riding in traffic, that I can “sense” which car is going to be 
a hazard to me. This isn’t witchcraft or psychic ability, it is 
simply being very aware of what is going on around you. 
By looking at the driver’s actions, (for example observing 
drivers looking at their mobile phone or changing a CD 
while driving,) you can anticipate their future actions. This 
is a standard survival technique for everyone who rides 
a motorcycle. This Situational Awareness is also very 
important while you are skydiving.

It can be too easy to focus on the part you play in the 
skydive and forget that there are more people in the sky 
with you. This lack of awareness can raise the risk levels 

while you are skydiving and not just for you, but every other 
person on that load.  

The speeds that we play at in freefall and under canopy 
are increasing, and as a result so are the number of 
decisions that we need to make. This calls for excellent 
decision making systems to ensure that we stay in control 
of the situation, but this decision making relies on the 
information that we have to assist our decisions. The 
quality of our decisions is directly related to the quality of 
the information that we have, and as this information only 
comes from what we notice, we can say that Situational 
Awareness is an essential safety skill.

The great thing about Situational Awareness is that it is a 
skill that we can practice and develop without having to be 
in freefall. This fact makes it easier to build the essential 
survival skills that will contribute to a safe and successful 
skydive. The next time you are driving in heavy flowing 
traffic, divert some of your attention to noting what the 
other vehicle drivers are doing. If you are following a car, 
you can see which way the driver’s head is facing by looking 
at their reflection in their rear vision mirrors. By doing this 
it is easy to spot a driver who is sending a text message 
while they are driving and it is easy to see what is about to 
happen. This simple observation may prepare you for the 
sudden braking required to avoid an accident and it may 
save you from damage to your vehicle or yourself.  

Take this skill into a canopy landing situation and you 
may be able to identify a fellow jumper who is about to 
commence a high performance landing that will lead him/
her across your intended flight line. By being aware of 
this scenario, you can make the decision to change your 
landing approach to ensure both canopies land safely.  

Avoidance of an accident can often remove the blame from 
the situation and that changes the situation to being more 
about the education process. We all learn from mistakes, 
but it is very important to try to reduce the severity of 
the outcome of a mistake. This avoidance of severe 
consequences can happen by 
staying situationally aware.  
Be aware and be safe.

I welcome any comments or 
feedback on this article. Please 
email me at safety@apf.asn.au

Safe Blue Skies

Steven “Muttley” Fickling 
APF Director Safety

Situational Awareness
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Rags Ragatoni conducting a canopy patching seminar was 
an eye opener on the very basics of technique and precision 
sewing.

Catching up with old friends and making new ones is always an 
important part of any skydiving get together and Symposium is 
no different. It is a great place for making new business and 
social connections. As a rigger and even just an interested 
skydiver, PIA Symposium is well worth a visit.

OUR OWN BACK YARD
Since the start of my term as Director Rigging there have been 
a number of preventable incidents that have resulted in the 
deaths of APF members. It is easy to say after the fact, “that 
was such an obvious mistake”, or “how did they not see that 
problem before the jump?” It is great to have 20/20 hindsight, 
but are we all missing something? We are not alone out 
there and what we do, and often don’t do or say, can change 
lives forever. Being aware of our surroundings and the people 
around us (situational awareness) is one of the most valuable 
skills we have. I have seen on many occasions another jumper 
saying, “stop, that piece of equipment doesn’t look right”. 
This act alone has saved many jumpers from incidents and 
potential injury.

Yes, we are responsible for ourselves, but our actions 
and often inaction directly affect the people around us. If 
something looks wrong, more often than not, IT IS! Don’t be 
afraid to speak up as the life you save may be your own. Get 
to know your equipment. Talk with your pairs and mentors. Ask 
the dumb questions! The ONLY dumb question is the question 
not asked. It is not a dumb question if you just don’t know.

Over the years I have seen a shift in the way knowledge is 
passed down from the experienced to the less experienced. 
Due to the more commercialised style of skydiving today as 
apposed to the club based culture of 15-20+ years ago, a lot 
of valuable experience and knowledge is getting lost in the 
mist. I was told by some wise instructors many years ago, 
“learn from the mistakes of others because you won’t live 
long enough to make them all yourself”. And my favorite quote 
from Mark Rainey, just after I flew down wind and nearly flew 
straight into a hangar door, ”vive and 
learn and try not to burn!”

If we keep our skydiving eyes and ears 
open it is amazing what we will see 
that we never saw before. Our lives 
and our friend’s lives are precious. Ask 
questions, speak up and above all, 
listen.

Brett Newman 
APF Director Rigging

As this is the first official article I have written as Director 
Rigging, I’ll give a bit of background. I took on the role as 
Director Rigging last year after a lot of thought. Having 
been a skydiver for over 20 years and a rigger for 15 years, 
I felt it was time to look a little deeper behind the scenes 
and see what really goes on behind closed doors in the 
APF. I have never been one for hardcore rules and as many 
of you know, I learnt a lot from not understanding the rules 
and learning from the consequences! But the reality was 
for me it was time to put your money where your mouth is. 
As I have said on many occasions, “It is easy to have an 
opinion when you have no responsibility”. So here I go.

Since taking on the role there have been many changes 
happening within the APF. It has been a steep learning 
curve and a real challenge at times. I have a new-found 
respect for the APF office staff as they are all great people 
and a pleasure to work with.  

PIA SYMPOSIUM 2013
As Director Rigging I also hold the role of PIA (Parachute 
Industry Association) Delegate on behalf of the APF. The 
APF is a member organisation of PIA, which involves 
participating in the PIA meetings to keep abreast of 
what the industry is doing and where the industry is 
going. This year PIA held its first regular meeting and PIA 
Symposium in Daytona Beach Florida, USA from March 
22-29. This was my first time at the PIA regular meetings 
and I greatly appreciated the company of former Director 
Rigging Jo Chitty, who pointed me in the right direction on 
many occasions. It was very interesting seeing the inner 
workings of PIA and how the decisions made there affect 
us as regular skydivers.

The PIA Symposium is all about everything skydiving. This 
is often where manufacturers come to show for the first 
time new products, designs or concepts. This year was no 
different with some new products arriving into the market, 
such as the Plexus Tandem System.  

Australian Manufacturer of fine skydiving helmets and 
camera mounts, Cookie Composites, was also there again, 
releasing their latest design “Fuel”, which was very popular 
with event goers.

The PIA Symposium is always a wealth of knowledge 
and experience. To be able to meet and speak with the 
manufacturers is a great advantage when it comes to 
understanding how a product was designed and how 
the manufacturer intended it to be used by the skydiving 
community. Seminars are conducted throughout the week-
long event and most of your time is spent in seminars 
conducted by the 
manufacturers and 
leaders in specialised 
fields. 

For me the most 
enjoyable part is 
meeting with the gurus 
of equipment design. To 
be able to sit and just 
watch the inventor or 
designer show you how 
it is done, can change 
the way you handle 
equipment.

Director Rigging
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By Tracy Scott, Event Organiser  

Photos by Hamish McCorkingdale & Greg Puttick

thE EVEnIng bEForE thIS yEar’S wIntEr EScaPE boogIE bEgan and waS 

a FaIr IndIcatIon oF what waS In StorE oVEr thE coMIng wEEk. joE and 

kEIth grEaly arrIVEd In thE Early aFtErnoon InSIStIng wE all Stay UP 

UntIl MIdnIght to cElEbratE kEIth and kIwI’S joInt bIrthday… 

wEll It woUld bE rUdE not to! 

Day one kicked off nice and early with jumpers coming from far and wide. The 

fi rst people manifested were surprisingly, the birthday boys, who ran a big angle 

group to begin the boogie. Michael Vaughan was welcomed back to the Far 

North by our resident fl atties (who are fast becoming Michael’s groupies!) and 

also the newer of our fl atfl yers who were keen to get some quality coaching 

to complete their Star Crests. Firthy was on hand to offer load organising and 

coaching of some angle groups as well as freefl ying.

The fi rst weekend of the boogie was well attended by North Queensland’s newer 

jumpers all happy to accept the offer of funded B-Rel and Star Crest slots 

courtesy of the NQPC and the APF. Jumping continued throughout the day until 

the weather took a nose dive and we all had to turn to our second favourite 

hobbie of draining the bar dry.

As the week progressed, the weather was unpredictable; with clear blue skies 

one minute and cloud moving in the next. Load organisers sensibly dirt dived a 

Plan B for every load so we were one step ahead of the cloud. 

Dave Loncasty arrived from Sydney eager to put some big ways together. As 

the days progressed it became clear that Loncasty’s big ways were somewhat 

jinxed; Dave would aim to take the last load of the day but as soon as the big 

way was manifested on paper the clouds would move in and the fl atties would 

call it a day, only for the freefl yers to snatch that last load just as the sky would 

clear again. It became a bit of a joke but luckily they managed to get in a few 

good point-turning big ways, so everyone was happy!
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There were a few milestones at the event 

with Tracey Basman celebrating 17 years 

in the sport, good on ya Trace! Jordan 

Michalov reached his 200th jump, Anna 

her 300th, Bubba his 600th and Aubrey 

Dierich jumped a wingsuit for the fi rst time 

with Tutor Greg Puttick. Needless to say 

there were plenty of cartons put on aside from the usual beer line 

infringements, like forgotten alti (Ben!), fi rst time at Innisfail DZ 

cartons, plus there were the more unusual bell rings such as Corey 

Ronalds (‘C’ Licence) jumping his own pack job for the fi rst time 

and Fry and Lauren’s fi rst jump together since they got divorced! 

The most cartons came from booby-trapped bell rings… thanks 

Kiwi, Mossy and Vicki… we know who you main culprits are!

Each night we descended on the local pub, the Carrujah, for dinner 

and cheap drinks before coming back to the DZ. Prizes were given 

out every night with some cool giveaways from all of the sponsors, 

the day tape would follow, edited by the awesome Jason Lane who 

did a fantastic job of compiling the jumps of the day into one video. 

Jason was also the lucky winner of the rego prize, a free canopy, 

provided by Phil Onis.

Plans to watch the day tape at the pub were quickly discarded 

after much of the nightly shenanigans made it to the fi nal cut… we 

didn’t want to scare the locals! The Ayr Monkeys, up to their usual 

antics, convinced us that Fong needed a hair cut. Fong apparently 

wasn’t keen but agreed to it on a ‘cut for cut’ basis with Kiwi… 

I am sure there were regrets the next morning when they both 

appeared sporting the most ridiculous hairdos. It was entertaining 

for the rest of us though and that’s what matters! The parties were 

loose all week and Wednesday the 17th July saw the fi nal game 

of the State of Origin. As it happened we had a good mix of NSW 

and QLD jumpers, needless to say the night got a little crazy. The 

Grealy’s divided, Joe supporting the maroons and Keith the blues, 

and there was a lot of wrestling and jostling with QLD supporters 

trying to push NSW supporters into the bar bell and vice versa. 

Luckily, aside from the massive lump on my forehead the next day, 

everyone walked away pretty much scratch free, although we did 

have to eventually remove the bar bell to diffuse the wrestling! It 

was good fun, though I think the boys will think better of trying to go 

up against Vicki in a wrestling match in the future... SECURITY!

Even with average weather we had an awesome week 

and managed to get in about 20 loads per day with 

the exception of one particularly cloudy day on which 

we decided to entertain ourselves with other alcohol 

infused dangerous sports instead. Party night began 

at the pub, we managed to fi nd one sober skydiver to 

ferry us all there before bringing us back to the DZ 

(thanks Squeak!).  We were welcomed back by naked 

men who were grabbing people and throwing them in 

the swimming pool, nobody was safe! After the old 

‘I have my phone in my pocket’ ruse clearly was not 

going to deter them, I decided it was easier to just go 

with it… either that or wrestle a naked Rob Macintosh 

but I think we had all seen Rob naked far too many 

times at the boogie already!

Friday’s party night was an awesome end to yet 

another epic Winter Escape Boogie. Huge, huge 

thanks to all involved in organising and supporting 

this event, Phil Onis, Adam Davies, Tandem Cairns, 

Lee Fischer, Brigitte Jones, NQPC and the APF and of 

course to Jason Lane for the awesome day tapes. 

Big thanks also to Michael Vaughan, Joe Grealy, 

Keith Grealy and Sam Firth for awesome coaching, 

you guys rock!

“To load organise at the Winter Escape Boogie was a great opportunity to come back to Australia. 

Keithy and I had a blast and can’t wait for next year!” Joe Grealy
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Jucy Campers

Gravitator Rigging

Travel Counsellors

“Considering the Far North Queensland weather Gods didn’t smile graciously upon us for 

what is normally the perfect time of year, ‘weather hold shenanigans’ and an average of 

20 loads a day was epic! The return of the Grealy brothers to Australia brought awesome 

energy and to watch them fl y to their international level was inspirational. A big shout out 

to all of our sponsors, the APF, NQPC, Tandem Cairns and Uncle Phil. It was great to be a 

part of it all and look forward to next year’s boogie.”  Firthy

“ It was really, really good” Erica Tadokoro

Event Sponsors
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As the Winter Escape Boogie came to a close Michael Vaughan’s canopy 

weekend began. After average weather on the Friday people were delighted 

to wake up to beautiful blue skies. Who could ask for more on a canopy 

course? 

Day one began at 8am with a small class holding the following partakers - 

David Lang, Oliver Dodd, Sophie Garnett, Rob MacIntosh and Paul Beahan. 

The class met in the garage to discuss what they would be doing. 

The day’s main goal was to learn about in-fl ight exercises with an 

accompanying canopy in the air. Vaughany jumped one-on-one with 

everybody to demonstrate fl ying relatively with another canopy and exhibit 

inputs and effects. As well as this they explored slow fl ight characteristics 

of a canopy, planning and fl ying a defi ned circuit, and safe and effi cient 

use of different canopy inputs. Another fun exercise was follow the leader. 

One participant had a streamer attached to them whilst another person 

followed. The group managed to get in fi ve hop’n’pops each from 8,000ft. 

All in all, the day went well with everybody thoroughly enjoying the course. 

Day two was a larger class with Rob Macintosh back for round two! Ray 

Worrall, Hamish MacIntosh, Jordan Michalov, Sam Firth, Erica Tadokoro, 

Aubrey Dierich, Corey Ronalds, Jeremy Olexa and myself were all eager 

to begin. I had heard a lot about Vaughany’s canopy course from the day 

before and was very excited to be able to join in the fun after watching 

them from the manifest window. This class was a mixture of beginner 

to advanced skydivers all looking to learn and improve their fl ight to the 

ground. Vaughany listened to what we all would like to achieve by the end 

of the day. I must admit I was nervous, as I had not done all too many 

hop’n’pops! 

Just like the day before fi ve hop’n’pops were completed all from 5,000ft. 

We were all looking at practicing something different from circuits, high 

performance landings to fl aring and touch down. We practiced harness 

turns, simulating a toggle off (scary for someone with little experience 

such as myself!), stalls (rear riser and toggle), techniques in accuracy and 

safe effi cient use of inputs such as front riser and rear riser, harness and 

brakes. 

I felt that I needed more confi dence under canopy with setups and landings 

and with Vaughany’s feedback I can say that by the end of the day I 

was feeling much better and thoroughly enjoyed the jumps! (Why was I 

nervous?) The day was fun and with a lot of interesting conversation and 

funny moments… a tandem passenger who managed to wander away from 

her group and mistook a lemon for a mandarin and the boys competing in a 

“who can do pull ups contest”. 

Michael Vaughan’s Canopy course was one of the best organised events 

that I have attended. It was easy and a great atmosphere. I walked away 

feeling confi dent under canopy, happy with the majority of my landings 

and a new found taste for hop’n’pops! Thanks Vaughany and the other 

participants on the course! 

michael vaughan’s 
canopy course
By Brigitte Jones  

Photos by Hamish McCorkingdale & Greg Puttick

michael vaughan’s canopy course
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By Chris ‘Douggs’ McDougall

I flew to Kuwait to check out the building, the weather 
and the client, to see if all this was a joke or the real 
deal. I was also worried that maybe they had read my 
book and wanted to cut my hands off for my past and 
present life of debauchery and fun. 

The flight there was a disaster of delays and 
missed connections. I finally arrived in Kuwait 
twelve hours late and had to dress up straight into 
my suit and meet with the owners of the building. 
First impressions would be the decider in getting 
this display under way and it worked. Armed with 
knowledge and a newly found professional attitude (I 
blame the suit) we got the go ahead for the event. 

The exit point posed the biggest challenge now 
because there wasn’t any that would suit a crowd of 
people on the ground, the media at the top and most 
importantly, that would allow me to exit safely. I knew 
though, once I was in the air I would be fine as the 
building is 414 meters at the top; what a beautiful 
monster! It is also the tallest building of its type in the 
world and is recognised by Guinness.

Unfortunately I couldn’t exit from the top, as they wanted 
me to go from somewhere else. So I let them know what 
I needed and headed home leaving Camille to sort out 
the sponsors covering the event. 
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After a million emails, phone calls and exchanges we finally 
got the go ahead for two complete sets of sponsored gear, 
a tracking suit and a helmet. It was so last minute that the 
tracking suit had to be sent straight to Kuwait only two days 
before the jump!

The gear arrived in Suisse a week before which gave me 
enough time to do a practise jump on each to ensure 
I had connected them together correctly! I had two 
beautiful openings, one with the logo of Zain, the largest 
communications company in Kuwait, and one with the logo 
of Al Hamra, which would be the building that I would soon 
jump from.

I flew back into Kuwait, this time without incident, to the 
awaiting media and a brand new Escalade with driver that 
would be my personal ride for the next week. It doesn’t 
happen very often but I must say, I enjoyed the initial rock 
star treatment!

The next couple of days were full on, lots of media 
commitments. Interviews for magazines, TV studio 
interviews and a very funny radio interview with Mohammad 
Al Refaei and the building owners’ son, Talal, made for a 
busy and fun time for all.  

One thing I was quickly learning was that things don’t 
happen too fast in Kuwait and they can change at any time! 
All of a sudden there was no ramp built on the decided exit 
point and I now could not even jump from that place. Not 
quite panic stations, but almost! The building manager, 
Richard, was a Brit and was able to make stuff happen so 
we changed exit points, played around with some designs 
and in the final hour had managed to fix a plywood board 
to the window washing basket at the 405m metre point. It 
wasn’t ideal but it would have to do.

The exit point was ready, but the other main issue was the 
wind. It was crazy! In the days before we had dust storms 
and winds over 70kms per hour. It wasn’t looking good. 

As B.A.S.E. jumpers know, jumping in wind in an urban 
environment is a recipe for disaster and death, as has 
happened in the past. So to give myself the best chances 
of knowing what the wind was doing I had to put up my own 
wind indicators. Richard helped me out with the low stuff 
but in the end I had to break into a building site and climb a 
250ft crane to put my flag on. 

Everything was set and I headed back to the hotel to make 
sure I had everything and to get some rest before the big 
day. The wind blew like crazy through the night but in the 
morning it steadily died down and I couldn’t believe it; this 
jump would actually happen! My hands got sweaty and my 
mouth got dry; the fear never changes no matter how many 
jump you have done!

The road was closed to traffic and the barricades put up. A 
lot of people started showing up, far more than I thought. 
“No pressure”, I chuckled to myself, “just don’t stuff up!”

 
After too many photos and too much nervous water drinking 
everything was set. I was to arrive in a hotted up car but 
it was a surprise. I was thinking to myself how cool is 
this going to be, I am going to rock up in a Lamborghini 
or something, but no, nearly everyone in Kuwait has a car 
like that. They had me in a pimped out F250-like truck, the 
same type as every American owns! Doh! Oh well, it was still 
pretty cool. 

The MCs of the event were now in full force as I arrived 
to the cheers of the ever-increasing crowd. I was ushered 
inside by my personal security team, which was something 
different, as I am normally getting ushered out by security. 
Once inside the building we went up to the 55th floor so 
I could take yet another nervous pee. There waiting, were 
all the Heads of Police and others wanting to come to the 
top and get way too many photos with me. Quite different 
treatment to my own country where the police treat B.A.S.E. 
jumpers like scum!

So now it was time to shine. I slowly geared up, making 
sure everything was perfect as it was now solely up to me 
whether B.A.S.E. jumping gets a good name or a bad name 
in the country of Kuwait. Again, no pressure on me!  

Before I was to jump there was a medical team near the 
exit to take my blood pressure, temperature and a sample 
of blood to make sure I was fit to jump. Now if there is 
one thing that scares me more than B.A.S.E. jumping, it is 
needles. I am getting sweaty hands just thinking about it 
now! After a small temper tantrum like a six year old kid, 
I got the tiny pin prick blood test and headed to the exit 
point. It was game time!  

I didn’t know it then but they had cameras on me the whole 
time so I must have looked like a right numpty when I got 
into the basket and clambered on top of the plywood sheet 
on my hand and knees, scared out of my brain! I then got 
the crane operator to move the basket over the edge of the 
building and into position. I hadn’t been this scared since 
my last B.A.S.E. jump! 

I let go of two toilet rolls to confirm the wind direction and 
speed. It was perfect and by the sound of the cheering 
crowd below they were ready. I held onto the support cable 
and gave the call. Count me down when ready! 

There was a minute call then a thirty second call. The exit 
point was so wobbly that I didn’t know what was going to 
happen when I jumped. I was suspended over 400 metres 
in the air and once again was questioning why I hadn’t 
stayed at school and got a normal job. Then came the 
count. 10, 9, 8… here we go! I think I could hear the crowd 
counting down too or it was the voices in my head, I am 
not sure but when it came to the one count I leaped into 
a small piece of B.A.S.E. jumping history; but not in a very 
stylish way! 

The exit point was so wobbly that when I left it wanted to 
put me unstable and I kicked for the first couple of seconds 
trying to not fall onto my back! The rest of the jump was 
amazing! I fell for over eight seconds and still opened 
my parachute super high for the crowd below. There were 
massive cheers on opening as I gave a little giggle to myself, 
thinking, “if my old school teachers could see me now!” 
Apparently you could hear a pin drop on the ground when I 
exited the building but now there were screams and cheers. 

The landing area was massive and the weather was perfect 
so without even thinking I gave the crowd a one handed 

landing – not that they noticed. Then I was mobbed and 
my security team was put into action, it was fun but a 
little crazy! 

This wasn’t a one jump event though, it was a two 
jump event, so I was again ushered inside, grabbed 
my second set of gear and up I went! Again on the exit 
point I was even more scared because this time I was 
to jump off on my back. 

I did my usual twenty pilot chute checks when on the exit 
point and the countdown began! At least I knew what to 
expect this time as I casually hopped off on my back and 
made eye contact with everyone on the exit point. I got a 
nice track on this time and had a great deployment and 
once again giggled to myself after opening. 

I came in sweet to the same landing area and it was 
all done and dusted! I was safe, uninjured and had 
just completed the first two B.A.S.E. jumps in Kuwait. 
For the next two hours I was to be the monkey in the 
zoo, on stage getting photos with everyone, literally 
thousands. It got a bit crazy there for a while but the 
security team did a great job, although at times they 
were mostly photographers. It was cool to see everyone 
happy, from young kids to the elderly, everyone had a 
smile on their face and so did I. It was a complete 

success and will now open the doors to more legal 
events in Kuwait and the Middle East.

I headed home a happy and proud B.A.S.E. jumper for 
being able to show our amazing sport in a good light 
for a change and being able to start the sport from 
the ground up in a good way! Although handing the two 
parachute systems, the tracking suit and the helmet 
over to the sponsors, never to be jumped again, brought 
a tear to my eye!

I must say a huge thanks to Camille, Wimpy, Mo, Zeina, 
all the families that took me in and all the sponsors 
who made this event happen. Everybody was super nice 
and very welcoming and I look forward to doing more 
legal events over there in the future!   

Mohammad Al Refaei is the 
first Kuwaiti skydiver to head 
out on his own and travel. He 
has about 400 jumps now and 
has done large flag jumps with 
the Kuwait flag in the USA 
but never on his home soil. 
With the help of this B.A.S.E. 
jumping display, the people 
of Kuwait and the rest of the 
Middle East will be seeing a 
lot more from Mo as I am sure 
he will be flying the Kuwait 
flag high over his city next 
year and if we can get the 
sponsors, I will be teaching 
him to B.A.S.E jump in the 
very near future so he can 
become the first Kuwaiti to 
B.A.S.E jump from his city’s 
highest building and every 

other building for that matter. Stay tuned as this 
story is far from over!

As B.A.s.E. jumpErs know, jumping in wind in An urBAn EnvironmEnt is A rEcipE  

for disAstEr  And dEAth, As hAs hAppEnEd in thE pAst. so to givE mysElf thE BEst  

chAncEs of knowing whAt thE wind wAs doing i hAd to put up my own wind indicAtors. 

this wAsn’t A onE jump EvEnt though, it wAs A two jump EvEnt, so i wAs AgAin ushErEd insidE,  

grABBEd my sEcond sEt of gEAr And up i wEnt! AgAin on thE Exit point i wAs EvEn morE  

scArEd BEcAusE this timE i wAs to jump off on my BAck. 
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•	 About	nine	yeArs	Ago	i	first	got	hooked	on	wingsuits	And	

hAd	A	dreAm	of	doing	some	of	the	first	wingsuit	cAnopy	

docks.	A	few	muppets,	i	meAn	friends,	thought	thAt	this	

would	be	An	Awesome	ideA.	our	plAn	(such	A	generous	

term)	wAs	to	use	my	newly	Acquired	birdmAn	

skyflyer	wingsuit	to	dock	with	mitch	mcmArtin	

on	A	fX	74	(kindly	provided	by	tim	bAtes).	

for	those	of	you	who	don’t	know	mitch;	

mAn	mountAin	might	be	A	better	

description!	we	estimAted	thAt	

with	his	weight,	he	would	

reAch	A	wingloAding	of	

Around	3.8!	

By Darren Griggs
Photos by Darren Griggs; Woody;  

Paul Tozer & Jai CampionCro
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We even had a cutaway harness manufactured from an 
old vector tandem harness so Mitch could then deploy his 
usual Crossfire 149 and land safely. Unfortunately before 
we could go ahead, events (and possibly sanity) conspired 
to mean that we never went ahead with our half-baked 
plan. 

Flash forward to 2012, little did I realise that the dream 
would be resurrected, with a slight change in roles. After 
messing up at the CP Nationals, I thought it was time to 
change things up a bit to keep fresh. Some of the US 
coaches had talked about training on a smaller wing 
as being a good way to really dial into your comp wing. 
Sitting on the packing mat at Nagambie, I happened to 
notice Woody --> “Hmm” I thought, “that looks like a 
really big wingsuit”. Over a few beers, trying out some 
XRW seemed like such a good idea.

Our first jumps together were kaos, zooming all over 
the sky and flybys were about the best we could 
achieve. The fall rate difference was still huge; I am 
going to need a smaller wing! Icarus to rescue; with 
the Summer of Love going on and a few new canopy 
designs being tried out I managed to get my hands 
on a 69 square feet sized Clara (an older prototype). 
Armed with this wing we started in earnest to try 
some of this new fangled flying that we had heard 
about.

It seemed each jump we would edge ever closer, but 
still just out of reach. “Well I guess I could put on 
another kilo or two”, was my usual refrain after a 
few jumps in which we would be frustratingly close, 
but could still not dock. This kept on happening 
for a while, until I was wearing 32kgs of lead (two 
weight belts and a vest) and waddling around at 
a wingloading of 3.8. I looked even more like an 
ompa loompah than normal. 
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Since I could not pack on any more lead and the idea of 
going on a diet consisting of only fried foods was vetoed 
by my better half, we needed a new solution rather than 
just more weight for the canopy pilot. We were frustratingly 
close, but our first dock was still elusively just out of 
reach. We decided to try using Trim Tabs again after the 
first few “adventures” had almost caused me to soil my 
boxer shorts. Full respect to Woody’s commitment, he 
committed to reducing his wingloading and started to look 
like a cross between a heroin addict and a body builder to 
get us flying together. 

The first jump back on trims was a bit nerve racking for 
me, the two previous jumps had resulted in one of the 
wildest canopy rides I ever had, followed by a chop due 
to a stuck trim tab. After a superb opening it was time 
to try my new trim tab risers. Engaging the trims, my first 
thoughts were, “wow, this feels faster than normal”. On 
approach Woody seemed like he was not losing much in 
the way of height, this could actually happen! The speeds 
seemed about right and he actually had range to get lift. 
As Woody got closer and closer I could see that it was 
on, time to finally dock - everything that I have learnt 
over the years about relative work went out the window 
and I reached across to take our first dock. A little rough 
and ready but we managed to stay docked for about five 
seconds, even after we separated we were still flying 
relative, indeed he could actually gain lift on me. We 
had finally done it, Australia’s first wingsuit and canopy 
dock. From the initial buzz of those flights we started to 
experiment with different docks and tightening up our 
intercept.

Seeing someone up close while they are in freefall and 
you are under canopy is an amazing feeling. It sort 
of defies everything that we learn about skydiving as 
students. 

Cross relative Work

From those early jumps we have progressed massively, 
making great gains in how we fly together and being able to 
rock multiple points on each flight with a variety of different 
docks. From this early start, Jai Campion and Paul Tozer 
also have joined in the action, leading to 3-ways and 4-ways 
as well as some really fun flocking flights. Cruising around 
the skies with smoke and seeing three wingsuiters chase 
you so they can buzz your smoke is an amazing visual!

We have also started to experiment with movement style 
jumps for XRW; trying out some maneuvers conceived over 
a few beers - or always more scarily when Woody comes up 
with a plan and has pictures! We have nick-named one a 
“Valentine” as the flightpath looks like a heart with a twist 

at the bottom. Starting off as a hand dock, we both carve 
in opposite directions by more than 180 degrees, crossing 
over each other and then coming back for a dock on the 
original side. 

We are not sure that XRW will ever become a skydiving 
discipline, it’s difficulty and the gear requirements are very 
high. I do know is that it has been a tremendous journey 
to come so far and to learn so much. Woody is off for the 
European summer and I think I am going to hibernate for 
the rest of the cooler months so it will be quiet for a little 
while before we get our act together and run some more 
fun and games.
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While XRW is a new and evolving discipline, there are 
very many real dangers that come along with playing at 
the edges of performance and canopy flight. It combines 
the worst dangers of overloaded canopies, potential for 
collisions and general sketchiness all into one.

Some numbers to think about:

Descent
•  Our normal vertical descent speed with Clara trimmed 

is 20 metres /sec (around 45mph). This is roughly the 
peak speed that a larger (150) canopy reaches while 
swooping.

•  A JVX 74 loaded at 3.2 has a descent rate of about a 
13m/sec speed.

• Wingloadings for 3.2 to 3.8 (up to 32kgs of lead).

• Two chops from stuck trim tabs in less than 100 jumps.

Landing 
• Clara 69: Casual 450 degree rotation from 1,450 feet.

•  JVX 79 loaded at 2.6 : Competition 450 from 1,050 
feet,

•  103mph was the highest vertical descent speed 
recorded on landing, more than fast enough to fire a 
Speed Cypres!

Cross relative Work

By Woody
“Hey you fly pretty small canopies right?”

“Yeah.”

“Sweet. I just bought a real big wingsuit and I’ve got no 
one to fly with. Wanna go try some of that XRW stuff?“

What poor old Griggsy didn’t know when he answered 
this question a year ago was the many “oh shit!” 
moments, the frustration of dealing with a tard that 
can’t count out 20 seconds accurately (hey before 
you judge, try it – it’s harder than you think) and 
the amazing highs that come from finally pulling off 
something you’ve been working  to achieve.

“Yeah, sure. Can’t be that hard right?”

Oh poor Griggsy.

So by now I’m sure most people would have either 
heard of or seen photos of XRW. If not, then let me 
explain. Extreme, or to sound less wanky and be more 
accurate, Cross Relative Work is simply flying big 
wingsuits with really small, highly loaded canopies. 
It’s a discipline still in its infancy, and to be honest, 
may well die before it hits puberty. While the past few 
months flying XRW have been some of the best times in 
my skydiving life, and the possibilities are only limited 
by your imagination, the whole concept unfortunately 
hinges on one thing - a canopy pilot with massive, 
MASSIVE testicles. 

Cue the man love for canopy pilot extraordinaire, Darren 
Griggs. So right at the start, as already mentioned, I 
wanted to give this a crack because I had no one to fly 
my, then new, X-bird (bed sheet looking wingsuit) with. 
Basically no experience in the wing at all. Obviously not 
ideal. So not only did Griggsy have to contend with my 
rubbish flying and fear of wingsuit-canopy collision, but 
also at one point was loading his Clara 69 at 3.8 to 
compensate for my lack of lift! What a guy huh?! Or an 
idiot. Hard to say. 

Anyways, over the past year, we’ve learnt heaps. 
From advice from the XRW crew in Lodi, USA to data 
gathered from Flysight GPS, we’ve come to have a 
fair understanding of how to make Cross Relative 
Work possible. What started as just being stoked to 
have flown near each other for a few seconds has 
evolved into jumps with multiple docks, linked 
and unlinked movement, with working 
times of up to two minutes! Just a 
few weeks ago we got our first 
3-way dock, with  
Jai Campion flying in 
and blowing our 
minds. Thanks

Thanks heaps to Skydive 
Nagambie for the support 

from the get go. Two dorks trying 
something new with little experience to 

draw from must be stressful for any DZSO, and 
your tolerance of letting us experiment with this new 

mode of flight has been appreciated.

Griggsy would like to personally thank NZ Aerosports for 
getting them into the air with Clara, “without their support we 

wouldn’t have gotten anywhere”. Woody reckons, “without the loan of 
your tea towel sized canopy, I’d never have been able to laugh at Griggsy 

freaking out about what might happen on the next jump.”
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Many 
clUbS       

   haVE 
coME and 

gonE throUgh 
thE aPF’S 50 yEar 

hIStory. Each oF  
thEM bEgan wIth a 

SharEd PaSSIon and 
coMMon goalS. Many haVE 

SUrVIVEd and adaPtEd. Sadly, 
SoME haVE not. bUt thEy haVE  

all contrIbUtEd to thE aPF’S  
rIch hIStory. hErE IS a Story oF onE  

clUb that bUrnEd brIghtly and  
ProdUcEd SoME SPEcIal  

MoMEntS along thE way.  
oUr naME waS FrEEFall 

UnItEd. UnItEd wE Stood 
For 18 yEarS. UnItEd  

wE UltIMatEly FEll. 
or rathEr, wE 

MadE a UnItEd, 
dIgnIFIEd  

ExIt. 

After nearly two 
decades of skydiving 
at incredible locations, 
our members resigned 
themselves to the inevitable, 
making the heartbreaking 
decision to bow out as a club. It 
was a sad final meeting in early June, 
lifted only by many happy memories. 

The genesis of the club was in May 1995, 
when a diverse group of active skydivers 
saw a need to encourage fun jumps at discount 
rates, with every participant having a say in the 
operation.  A band of keen young jumpers went through 
all the formalities to build the legal entity, with elected 
representatives and thorough accounting. 

The name ‘Freefall United’ was a brainwave by founding member 
Alex Bryse. It quickly caught on in the shortened form, F.U. The 
initials easily rolled off the tongue. And they worked a treat in Bruce 
Madge’s winning logo design. 

On June 20, 1995, 31 people attended a general meeting at Fitzroy’s 
Royal Oak Hotel. Andrew Derrick was the club’s first President, with Bruce 
Madge as the Deputy. Sharyn Doolan was the Treasurer and Tristan Wallis the 
Secretary. Committee members were also appointed to roles handling publicity, social 
functions and special skydiving events. The club was registered under the Associated 
Incorporations Act, and through the APF. 

Annual fees were $70 a year for jumping members, and the cost for a jump ticket was $11 to 
3,000 feet or $21 to 10 grand. 

By Kelly Brennan
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The club’s official purposes were registered with Victoria’s 
Office of Fair Trade:

1.  Freefall United Inc. is a non-profit, non-student training 
skydiving club run by skydivers for skydivers. 

2.  We aim to promote the sport of skydiving in a positive, 
professional and safe manner to all skydivers and 
members of the general public, and to do so we aim 
to encourage and develop the skills of ‘B’ Licence and 
above skydivers with as much access to large planes, 
competitions and coaching weekends as is practical. We 
also aim to encourage the participation of non and lower 
licenced skydivers with our facilities and non-skydiving 
activities.

3.  Freefall United Inc. will operate under the Operational 
Regulations as set out by the Australian Parachute 
Federation. 

The fledgling club had committed people, strong structure, a 
clear game plan and $1,200 in the bank. What more could 
it want? Well, perhaps a drop zone to call home. 

Here’s where things got interesting. Freefall United initially 
operated at Bridgewater DZ, alongside the existing school 
there, Airsports. Les Facer’s 182, DPI, was the main 
Freefall United jump ship. It was a delicate balancing act 
between the two operations.  

By the end of 1996, the live-in relationship with Airsports 
was over. The club remained united, but ended its tenancy 
at Bridgewater in favour of a more nomadic arrangement.  

Meredith DZ became a popular destination for Freefall 
United and also its second ‘home’. A mutual benefits deal 

was struck between the two clubs, and F.U. members 
starred at the famous Meredith parties. Sadly, 

Meredith’s days were numbered and the club 
closed in 2000.  

F.U. became a bit of a wanderer over the 
next decade, with numerous weekends 

away at fun locations. One favourite 
was the old National Trust farming 

property, Mooramong, where 
we had shearing quarters 

and endless acres to play 
in. The Mooramong 

homestead was once 
a vibrant hub 
of the western 
district, where 

socialites in Rolls Royces dropped in to party with a former 
Hollywood starlet. Decades later, F.U. members would 
literally drop in from the sky, and our evening events were 
somewhat less genteel than the property’s early days.   

Even further west, we enjoyed skydives near the spectacular 
mountains of the Grampians. Ian ‘Robbo’ Robertson even 
took Deb away on one F.U. weekend there early in their 
dating life, enjoying the millions of stars in the night sky. It 
must have impressed her, because she stayed with him.  

There were weekends at Apollo Bay, Mount Beauty, Lovely 
Banks and Echuca. We also went to play at Maryborough, 
Phillip Island and Corowa. We even crossed Bass Strait to 
jump in Tassie. A popular destination was Milawa, where 
F.U. devotees could enjoy both red wine and cheese to their 
hearts’ content.  

Geoff Gordon recalled a DPI load at Apollo Bay where the 
spot was a couple of hundred metres out to sea. He said 
that Chris Carter had a chop, and they all watched as his 
main canopy blew left to right, left to right, across the coast 
line, making no progress towards the shore. “We couldn’t 
believe it when there was a 90 degree wind change down 
quite low, which deposited his canopy right on top of the 
cross!” said Geoff. 

It was at the same town that Geoff earned the nickname 
$1.70 for his outrage over the preposterous price for a cup 
of coffee. 

Over the years, club members jumped from gliders, ultra 
lights and balloons. Things didn’t always go smoothly, but 
the events gave plenty of fodder for story telling over the 
years. 

DPI (AKA ‘Dippy’) was our regular trusty steed and Les Facer 
was our ever reliable pilot. Les’s partner, Gwen Doolan, was 
a founding member of the club and a stalwart through its 
life. Gwennie Babe would organise events, manifest loads 
and keep us in line financially. She would smile through 
the toughest of times, and her positive outlook cheered 
all of us. Gwen’s daughter, Sharyn Doolan, had been the 
club’s original Treasurer, and it was either the mother or 
the daughter guarding the purse during most of the club’s 
history.  

John Kinton and Ash Johnson were two others who’d been 
there since the start and taken on many of the tasks.  

Long-time member Jim Brierley’s strongest memories 
were of trike jumps at Bright and Porepunkah. He laughed 
about the time everybody else headed home after a great 

weekend, but our poor old pilot, Les Facer, was stuck 
behind because of low cloud base. 

If we were lucky, the Weather Gods would be kind and 
Freefall United could hot load all day during our special 
trips. But, thanks to the friendships involved and the 
interesting locations, a good time was still guaranteed 
even if weather was bad. “My memories are generally 
centred around good times, good company and plenty of 
red wine,” said Jim.

The social side of the club was always very strong, with 
regular large gatherings at restaurants. We became 
famous for creating a mountain of empty red wine 
bottles wherever we went.  At most normal DZs, the bins 
would fill with stubbies and cans, but the F.U. guys were 
a little more into culture. Viticulture, to be precise. 

Our pilot, Les, needed his own fix of jumping too. So the 
Freefall United Members would often be part of ‘Lounge 
Burger’ days at Nagambie. 

The caravan trek to Batchelor Boogie every second year 
became a feature event for our club, as we gathered 
new friends and members interstate. We even held an 
AGM or two up there and we gave the Darwin Parachute 
Club a decent cash prize for a raffle. It was at Batchelor 
that our members mingled with many other seniors of 
our sport and thus received a cruel label. They would 
sit under the shade in a giant circle, politely laughing 
at each other’s witty lines as if they’d never heard them 
ever before, let alone just five minutes earlier. This 
gathering point became known as Jurassic Park. 

The social  
side of the  
club was always  
very strong,  
with regular large 
gatherings at 
restaurants.  
We became famous 
for creating  
a mountain of  
empty red  
wine bottles 
wherever  
we went.  
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The late Fiona McEachern could mingle safely with the 
creatures of this park. She would lead them skywards 
in successful formations. And even when Fi left us, the 
residents of the park continued to build new records. 

But they had become an endangered species. 

The club’s final meeting was held on June 2, 2013 at John 
Kinton’s home in Riddells Creek. John Kinton was the last 
President and Geoff Gordon the last Secretary. There was 
a lot of grey hair in the room. In fact, the combined age 
of members present was 1,198 years.  We didn’t bother 
working out the average, because 88 year-old Jim Brierley 
was going to skew it too high for a fair figure!

That wealth of wisdom came to one clear conclusion. 
Freefall United was no longer viable. Enthusiasm had been 
waning with dwindling numbers at recent club events. Even 
our existing members wanted to go to boogies and turbine 
events, so how could we ever attract new members to leap 
from our 182? 

Could we still justify operating as a club and having a voice 
at the area council (VTPC) if we all kept turning up en 
masse at the big boogies? Possibly, but it would be a hard 
one to argue. Our members were still leaping out of planes 
regularly and inspiring younger jumpers with the ‘grow old 
disgracefully’ example. We were all still great friends. Most 
of the group was planning the 2013 mission to Batchelor 
Boogie and the next World POPS meet. But that’s not why 
we existed as a club. 

The club’s demographic had slowly and silently shifted. So 
too its energy levels. It was time to pull the pin. 

So, we voted to donate our remaining funds to diabetes 
research in the name of our one-time member, Tim Bates. 
Then we made the unanimous decision to wind up. 

Gwen Doolan summed up the feelings of all involved: “Great 
friendships were made and will still be kept although F.U. is 
no more.” 

Jon Browne echoed that sentiment: “The fellowship and 
friendships of members will live on in my memories for a 
long long time after F.U. is gone.”

It was a gracious, dignified and united exit. Well, the formal 
part of it was, at least. Next came a not-so dignified wake 
with way too much red wine!
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Hey, do you know Francisca Molnar?   Is she that Army Captain chick?   

Pretty good freeflyer, yeah?   Does a bit of Freestyle as well, right?   

Doesn’t she do a bit of rel-work too?   Last time I saw her she was helping out 

with B-rels and AFF – she’s an Instructor D.   She was here last weekend running 

that Defence skydiving skills development camp.   Yeah, yeah – that’s her.  

But Francisca is what her parents call her when she’s in trouble. 

Most people call her  
“Frankie”...

Achievements in sport are normally measured by gold 
medals or trophies, but such honours can be fleeting. Other 
achievements in sport are more enduring, significantly 
impacting a sport within in a unique environment; and 
Frankie has done just that. Her achievements in the sport of 
skydiving in the Australian Defence Organisation have been 
remarkable. A few years ago sports parachuting in Defence 
was languishing, as skydiving was not included on the 
authorised list of Defence sports. Frankie led the way with 
drive and determination to get skydiving approved as a sport 
not just for Army personnel, but also more significantly for all 
members of the Defence organisation. In a short space of 
time, Frankie headed efforts to enable the Australian Defence 
Parachuting Association (ADPA) to grow and develop an 
effective organisational structure which includes committees, 
discipline subject matter experts and mentors for each state 
to inspire, support and develop new generations of Defence 
skydivers. Skills development camps have been run all over 
the country and Defence teams are competing in military, APF 
and international competitions.

In December 2011, Frankie was elected President of ADPA 
with a strong vision on how to promote skydiving within 
Defence and to increase the skills base. Her enthusiasm for 
the sport of skydiving in Defence is infectious; ADPA’s initial 
membership was 50 but is now closing in on 200 members.

By Frankie’s friends in the ADPA.
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During the APF Technical Conference each year, there 
are many skydivers who are recognised for their 
achievements throughout the year and indeed, their 
skydiving history. One such award is the Tim Bates 
Award; the annual Award recognises an outstanding 
APF member for their passion, ability, input, excellence 
and contribution towards parachuting in Australia.

The fitting recipient this year was Frankie Molnar and 
you can clearly understand why Frankie was nominated 
once you realise the work that Frankie undertook to 
re-gain approval for parachuting to be recognised as 
an approved Australian Defence Force (ADF) sport; 
the repercussions of which are extremely valuable to 
sports parachuting in Australia. 

Military sports parachuting has a long, proud history 
that spans back decades. In 2003, several sports 
lost their approved status within the ADF and sport 
parachuting was one of them. In 2006, Frankie along 
with Phil Thamm started the work to have sports 
parachuting reinstated as an approved ADF sport. 

They were successful in gaining approval as an Army 
sport in 2007 and re-raised the Australian Army 
Sports Parachuting Association (AASPA). Following 
that approval, they continued to work towards it 
being a recognised ADF sport.  Some four years later, 
following a meeting with the ADF Sports Council, 
sport parachuting regained its approved status. That 
day marked the re-raising of the Australian Defence 
Parachute Association and the beginning of a new 
chapter in military sports.

The ADPA has had great support over the years from 
the ADF Sports Council, its membership and the 
Australian skydiving community. The ADPA would like to 
thank all those who have supported the organisation 
and on behalf of Frankie, thanks to the Bates family for 
the support they have given to the sport parachuting 
community.

APF Awards nomination forms can be found at:

http://www.apf.asn.au/APF-Zone/APF-Information/
Awards/default.aspx#APF_Tim_Bates_Award 

With respect to her personal skydiving, Frankie’s ultimate 
aim is to represent Australia at international competition. 
She has repeatedly travelled overseas for coaching in 
her chosen disciplines of Freestyle and Freefly. Under 
international coaches, this has included a large number of 
skydives and a significant amount of tunnel time. Frankie 
has medalled in these disciplines and has generously 
passed on the knowledge she has gained by coaching 
Australian skydivers.  

It’s not just Australians who have benefited from the 
‘Frankie effect.’ Her passion for Freeflying and her 
determination to develop the skills of military personnel in 
the Freefly discipline has inspired regional Defence forces. 
Neighboring Indonesia, where traditional military skydiving 
disciplines have been limited to 4-way FS and Classic 
Accuracy were impressed by Frankie’s dedication to develop 
the Freefly discipline in a military environment. At the 
2012 Defence Parachute Championships, the General in 
charge of the Indonesian skydiving team and international 
delegation confirmed that Frankie was their inspiration to 
start a military Freefly team. So it seems that Frankie’s 
hard work, determination and inspirational attitude is not 
limited to the development of the ADPA!

Although a large team supported the development of the 
ADPA and credit for the association’s success lies on many 
shoulders, it was Frankie who has had the vision and led 
the way. There have been many hurdles and it has often 
been a tough road, but Frankie never gave up when many 
a less determined soul would have. Frankie’s infectious 
enthusiasm has inspired those around her. It is fair to 
say that if it were not for Frankie, Defence skydiving would 
not have achieved what it has. Frankie has supported all 
members of the ADPA and not just those at the top. Frankie 
realises that the young skydiver with a few jumps is the 
future of skydiving in Defence and needs just as much 
support, if not more, than those Defence skydivers who are 
at competition level with thousands of jumps. The selfless 

dedication that Frankie has made to Defence skydiving will 
be seen in the legacy of the ADPA. 

Many of those who know and have worked with Frankie 
know precisely why she was nominated for the Tim Bates 
award. Frankie gives maximum effort to everything she 
puts her mind to. Calibrated by her fair and generous 
nature, Frankie is guided by what she believes in and has 
an unrelenting commitment to achieving her goals.

In addition to her personal, work and ADPA governance 
commitments, Frankie managed to compete at the APF 
Nationals this year with Josie Symons. Their 2-way VFS 
team, Jenga, won the silver medal and Josie had this to 
say about her team mate, “Frankie is a solid friend; she is 
honest and fair to everyone and has the best interest of the 
whole at heart; always trying to do the greatest good for 
the greatest number of people. She is the kind of person 
who is big enough to gather everyone’s opinions and strong 
enough to make the right decision, even if it is a hard 
one. As a team mate Frankie has helped to re-invigorate 
my passion for skydiving and instilled a new interest in 
competition jumping. Her positive attitude is infectious and 
this is why she deserves the award and recognition. There 
are not many people out there who can give as much as 
Frankie has while expecting so little in return. All Frankie 
wants is for ADPA members to have fun with our jumping 
while developing new skills, and that we broaden our belief 
in what is possible within the sport.”

In an effort to sum up Frankie’s character and work 
ethic, the ADPA asked the person who worked most 
closely with Frankie during the rebirth of the Defence 
skydiving association. Phil Thamm was involved in many 
of the projects and initiatives required to unite Defence 
skydivers and reinvigorate the ADPA. Phil, who has been 
involved in Army and Defence skydiving since 1978 got 
right to the point, “There are few people I would walk to the 
ends of the earth for. Frankie is truly one of those.” Thanks 
Phil, a lot of us feel that way about Frankie…

tim Bates  
award
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Deep Seed
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What about the coaches? Glad you asked, they were: 
Accomplished, adroit, agile, artful, au fait, brilliant, 
capable, clever, deft, dexterous, effective, effectual, 
efficient, equal to, experienced, experts, facile, gifted, 
ingenious, intelligent, keen, knew the ropes, learned, 
masterful, masterly, powerful, practiced, prepared, 
proficient, qualified, responsible, savvy, sharp, skilled, 
skillful, smart, talented, trained, up to it, up to speed 
and with it… What a nice bunch of people. Thanks to 
Travis Naughton, Michael Vaughan, Ben Nordkamp, 
Sam Firth and Greg Munday for keeping the loads 
happening. 

Now I’ve said many times I don’t like naming people 
for fear of missing somebody and hurting feelings but I 
think the boogie is a bit of an upside down pyramid with 
the Club being the pointy bit and the rest being layers 
creating the whole and the strength. If any bits aren’t 
placed correctly it all goes to shit! Soooooo, everybody 
was fantastic; the jumpers, the manifest (little bit of 
sado-masochism in this one, but very necessary!), 
the ground crew, the cleaners, the camera crew, the 
caterers, the safety people, the fuelers, the pilot, the 
bar staff, the packers, the rigger, the club members, 
the tandem crew, the partners and the kids, were all 
excellent! 

You may ask what on earth is he waffling about? 

Well the point is if any of these things hadn’t come 
together then Michael, Trav, Ben, Sam and Kiwi would 
have been five blokes sitting on stools talking crap 
for nine days in the middle of nowhere (we would then 
have to question their sanity ‘cos that would be really 
boring).

The list goes on as do the memories. 
It’s an amazing little club with a 
big heart, just ask anyone who’s 
been to Batchelor. We’ve received a 
lot of comments about the boogie 
and all positive, some we couldn’t 
understand but were delivered with 
enthusiasm.

Some numbers for the “rainman” in 
all of us:

Well… yes it can! You need to be here to figure it out as 
everybody has a story to tell and most of them are pretty 
“out there”.

Who comes? Anybody who feels cold, lonely, excitable, 
from zero to 70+ years old (Hi to the gang from Jurassic 
Park).

For those who have been-there-done-that, you already 
know what it’s about BUT for the others – if you haven’t 
tried it yet then you are so close to being a whuffo it pains 
me to know something you don’t!

So here goes: Yes it happened, yes it was a blast. It 
was so good that some people turned up and never left. 
Others left unable to remember their names. But they all 
had smiles on their faces.

There were 12 jumpers who completed Star Crests, 
one completed B-Rels and one completed AFF – 
congratulations to all of them, kudos to the helpers and 
thanks to the APF for the support.

A national SOS record was created with a 17-way – good 
job guys, I’ll be up for the next one, or maybe we can get 
away with doing four really quick 5-ways and add them 
together, or do we have to wait til Rel Week 2015?

We had five malfunctions (four birdies and one flattie), 
located and retrieved all but one canopy via bush bashing 
on foot by some determined safari types. (Sorry mate but 
we are still looking).

Injuries sustained: 
1 broken femur. 
1 sprained ankle.
1 bruised knee.
1 cut hand. 
A couple of headaches
And heaps of cartons over the bar. Somebody even put on 
a second carton because he had put his first one on for 
the first time here – he’ll be back!

Would you come again?  
I hope so.

Will you bring your friends? 
It would be nice but you 
don’t need ‘em ‘cos you’ve 
already got a bunch of 
friends up here you haven’t 
met yet.
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“Thanks heaps for having us. You guys ran 
an awesome boogie. Epic fun!” Mick Hardy

“What a fantastic place to hang 
out for 10 days while everyone 
else was freezing in the wintery 
south! Swimming at Wangi falls 
in Litchfield National Park on the 
day off was a big highlight, as 
was watching the SOS (Skydivers 
Over Sixty) group set a new 
Aussie record 17-way and the 
snail-pace beat-up by the novelty 
jump plane AN2 (World War II 
era biplane) that looked like it 
was going so slow that it should 
fall out of the sky. Everyone’s 
chopper jump footage brought 
back memories of my first 
chopper jump at my first boogie 
- Rel Week 1997. Too many 
great skydives and good times 
to mention. I can’t wait to catch 
up with you all and do it again in 
Batchelor in 2015.” 

Michael Vaughan
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“Big thanks to all the 
players who made Rel 
Week 2013 another 
awesome Boogie! My 
highlights:

-  Sonny, aged 7, asking 
Ben Nordkamp if he 
can play foose and is he 
any good.

-  Skydivers Over Sixty 
starting their dirt dive 
with cups of tea in 
hand.

-  Jumpers raiding the 
caterer’s kitchen at 
4am and leaving a sorry 
note and cash amongst 
the mess they made.

-  Sooty taking out the 
Party Animal of the 
Week award, go Sooty!” 

Beck Fauntleroy

“In 2015 it’s not going to be Rel Week, it’s going 
to be Rel MONTH! Go the Road Trip!” Corey 
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Bringing aussie Skydiving to 
the World

You may be aware that the APF Development Offi ce is 
putting a bit more time towards showcasing our sport. The 
APF strategy is to create long term relationships between 
ourselves and larger corporations with the view to opening 
up sponsorship opportunities for the Australian Parachute 
Team and potential invitational competitions. The APF 
tactics are to have a presence at conventions such as 
Safe Skies and AusFly, as well as attending (and inviting 
clubs), to attend travel expos and Tuff Mudder type events. 
Great things will happen for the sport of skydiving as APF 
branding rises to the next level! 

national League to cross the 
ditch!
It’s awesome to compete! But not everybody gets a chance 
so, the APF will be working to expand current skydiving 
leagues into a National Comp. The re-creation of a National 
League for FS will enhance opportunities for skydivers to 
enter into competitive skydiving and increase their skills.

To incentivise teams to enter, the APF is offering prizes 
that could include tunnel time at the Penrith iFly centre and 
expert coaching for the winning teams. 

There has also been talk around making this league a 
Trans-Tasman comp (coz we know we can beat up the Kiwi’s 
in skydiving!)

Watch this space and other updates on the APF website or 
for more information, you can contact the National Offi ce.

Sport development Funding

This year has seen many and will continue to see many more 
great events hosted by DZs throughout Australia. The APF 
has supported ‘Fi Fund’ events all over Australia to the tune 
of over $35,000. These events range from canopy schools 
to 4-way scrambles, Freefl y Dayz, Wingsuit training camps, 
pre-State Champs training camps, 4way 4 every 1 and Star 
Crest Saturdays, and are only the tip of the iceberg of events 
that the APF Sport Development Fund can support. 

If you have an idea for an event that will benefi t skydivers 
in Australia, you need to check out the Fiona McEachern 
Sport Development Fund. There are three levels of funding 
available to APF members: Level One allows up to $1,500, 
Level Two up to $5,000 and Level Three has no limit. But 
before you think,“I will just apply and get some funds to 
coach my mates at my local DZ”, go to the APF website and 
read through the criteria. Better yet, ask around; you are 
sure to fi nd someone on your DZ who volunteered to run an 
event and their experience will be more than helpful. 

Fi Fund events run all over Australia and the APF is 
extremely happy to support these events, 
so if you see that a coaching event 
is being run at a DZ near you, get 
along and support it because it is a 
fellow skydiver who has put in the 
effort to submit an application to 
run the event and further, they are 
volunteers who are helping you to 
become a better skydiver.

Do you remember your fi rst jump? I bet 90% of you just 
looked up in to the right side of your brain, delving deep to 
recall that fi rst experience. August 1st, 1991 was mine and 
I continued to jump for a further eight years until an injury 
stopped me (damn you non-related skydiving accident!). 

It’s funny though, in that eight years I had done many great 
things and many more less great things, like: that time when 
on a weather break we were watching a movie in the DZ 
clubhouse. An elderly, stately looking gentleman wandered 
in and stood right in front of the TV; I asked him, “excuse 
me mate, are you important?” He said “No”, so immediately 
(obviously without thought), I replied “well get out of the 
way of the TV then!” Sounds fair? Probably, but this person 
was important; he was the Mayor of the local town we were 
at and he was there to see if he could support the DZ with 
some funding to raise tourist opportunities! Oops, there 
goes that funding! 

So, after exactly 15 years away from the sport (and the 
birthday of my fi rst born) I was sent to Batchelor in Darwin to 
promote the APF’s B-Rel and Star Crest Training Day during 
their Rel Week event. 

I was always intending to jump again (you never really leave the 
sport) and this of course provided a golden opportunity and so, 
after many conversations with the APF CEO, Manager Training, 
Darwin Parachute Centre’s C.I., Terry King, and my wife, it was 
agreed that jumping my old gear was not wise and that I should 
at least make my come-back on a 150 or 170. Of course, I 
agreed with this decision (reluctantly) and put my Icarus 135 
away for another (more current) time! Plus extending the pencil 
pack out to 15 years (and three months) was a bit of a stretch 
in any cowboy’s language! I guess it’s off to a rigger as well. 

However, the inevitable did arrive and it was like I never left. 
My fi rst jump back after 15 years was a solo from 14 grand; 
the exit was pretty steep but I bought it back fl at and yeehah, 
I am a skydiver again! 

Things are different now though; in the nineties we were 
mostly fl at, dumb and happy but now there’s Head down, 
Sit fl y, Wingsuiting, Atmo, CP and the list goes on… What 
happened to surf the alien, horny gorillas, wheels for exits 
and oppenhiemers? Yes, the world continues to turn weather 
you’re on it or not. Once upon a time I asked, “what’s the 
point of jumping out of an aeroplane if there is no risk 
involved?” Now I ask for “no risk involved whilst jumping out 
of an aeroplane please!” 

Yes, times have changed, so turn my CYPRES on; 
here I come. All that’s left now is… how many 
cartons does it cost someone after 15 years in 
the whuffo wilderness?

• First Jump this year
• First jump this decade
• First jump at Batchelor
• First jump on new gear
• First jump this millennium!

(Thanks Darwin for an awesome 
come-back!)

My advice though; just keep jumping! 

With Rob Libeau, aPF

B-Rel and Star Crest Training day at Rel Week, Darwin Parachute Club

B-Rel and Star Crest Training day at Rel Week Instructor Greg Puttick with B-Rel 
candidate Greg McNaub

B-rel and Star crest training days

Many, many B-Rel stages and Star Crest ratings have been 
obtained over the last couple of weeks thanks to Tandem 
Cairns and Darwin Parachute Centre hosting the APF funded 
B-Rel and Star Crest Training Days. The APF is providing up 
to $1,800 for DZs to host a day specifi c to supporting the 
current crop of novice jumpers who are forging their way 
through the B-Rel training table or on their way to obtaining 
their Star Crest rating. 

Greg McNab from far NQ was one of the fi rst skydivers to get 
his coach slot covered by the funding. Greg said, “Thanks 
to the APF for all their support, the cost of training is a 
considerable factor when contemplating jumping...” Greg 
went on to say, “the B-Rel Buddy program is ideal for new 
jumpers to quickly gain knowledge and build confi dence”. 

The B-Rel training days are not only supported by the DZs 
but also the coaches who turn up to support young jumpers 
and the knowledge they pass on is invaluable. Coaches 
and instructors such as Michael Vaughan, Allan Moss, Ben 
Nordkamp, Phil Onis, Greg Puttick and Val Schmied  provide 
their time and skills so that others can develop. Of course, 
there are many other instructors and coaches who provide 
their time towards coaching B-Rel and Star Crest as well and 
we thank all of them for their participation in the training 
days. 

More APF sponsored B-Rel and Star Crest Training Days will 
be soon held at DZs in NSW, Victoria, WA, SEQ and SA.

the crW development 
Weekend in Wa received 
$1,410 from the Fi Fund.

Wangles #6 received 
$1,000 from the FI Fund to 
support this event.
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Accidents are something we’d all rather not think about, however, in 
2012 the Australian skydiving community found it unavoidable. Many 
were profoundly affected by events they had witnessed or responded 
to. 

When confronted with the unexpected there is nothing more 
empowering than being confident in knowing exactly what to do.

Thanks to the Queensland State Government’s “Get Going” sporting 
grants initiative, SQPC has been privileged to place 50 SQPC skydiving 
instructors, members or club employees through the Queensland 
Ambulance Service “Apply First Aid” certificate over three days in June, 
2013 at courses on the Sunshine Coast and in Brisbane.

Three exceptional paramedic trainers: Mike Stevenson, Des Kurz and 
Mick Hughes brought everyone up to date with current practice in first 
aid and accident management, and shared a wealth of experience and 
knowledge.

With First Aid courses also being completed at Skydive Byron Bay and 
at Skydive Gold Coast in the last twelve months, SQPC now has a 
staggering 70 current First Aid certificates in circulation at skydiving 
operations in the South Queensland region.

The need for mandatory First Aid is under consideration by the APF as 
part of a review of continuing 
education and training for 
instructors. SQPC can now 
consider itself ahead of the 
game. The benefits flow on, 
in personal and professional 
growth for everyone on the 
courses, to wider benefits 
through the skydiving community 
and beyond: better care, better 
outcomes and, who knows, 
maybe this training will save a 
life one day?

South Queensland Parachute Council and 
Queensland Ambulance Service 

Acknowledgements:

Queensland National 
Parks, Recreation Sport 
and Racing “Get Going” 
Programme

Queensland Ambulance 
Service Murray Excell 
and Tanya Mattila

Queensland Ambulance 
Service North Lakes 
Training Centre

Senior Trainers: Mike 
Stevension, Des Kurz 
and Mick Hughes

Skydive Ramblers 
Sunshine Coast 
Clubhouse (Training 
Venue)
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By way of an introduction, 
I have a long standing 

history and association with the sport 
of skydiving. Long before I was introduced to the 
industry, my parents, Harvey and Ann Hutchinson, 
were passionate about skydiving and were equally 
avid jumpers. My father owned and operated drop 
zones across New Zealand and in Australia. He also 
represented his country as New Zealand’s national 
champion at many world meets. I followed my father’s 

footsteps and some 21 years later, have logged over 9550 
jumps and have also had the honour of representing my 
country, Australia, at the highest level in FreeFly. 

When I reflect on my life and acknowledge my sporting 
achievements I recognise that I have always been 
competitive. I have always loved the challenge of 
mastering whatever I have taken on and where 
I have initially lacked in “talent” or skills, 
my desire has always been strong enough 
for me to pursue it anyway, with confidence, 
and eventually with competence, followed 
by mastery. Everyone in their chosen sport, 
sooner or later, will come to a point where 
they will need to decide whether to take their 
performance to the next level or not. Be it just 
for fun or for glory, a resolution still needs to 
be made. If that choice is to progress onwards 
and upwards, the significance you place on 
performance and on your game plan will also 
evolve and people will notice. People will 
comment and may even criticise you for taking 
it all too seriously! I have been warned many 
times that if we take something we love too 
seriously we take the fun out of it, and while I 
can appreciate this point of view, I don’t agree. 
If you love and enjoy your sport like I do, and 
want to step it up, do it; regardless of what 
others have to say about your new attitude and 
imminent dedication. This will not be to your 
detriment, it will only enhance the enjoyment 
and fun you get out of it! 

Within my network of friends, family and sporting peers, 
those who know me well would describe me as a confident 
person. Those who don’t have labelled me as overly 
confident or even arrogant! Defiantly, I would describe 
myself as having attitude, a winning attitude. I truly believe 
you have to put time and effort into developing the attitude 
of a champion. Having the attitude of a champion is not 
about being the person who runs around sprouting their 
mouth off at everything, or being the loud one letting 
everyone know how good they are, or even the one who 
claims to have all of the answers. This is attitude, but 
it’s negative and won’t gain the respect of others or win 
competitions. I dare say you would know someone with a 
negative attitude in sport like this. I know I do, and in my 
experience, these types of attitudes typically belong to 
people with the least experience and skill of all!

An exert FroM one oF MY ArtICLeS wAS reCentLY PuBLISHeD In tHe IPSC worLD MAgAzIne ADDreSSIng tHe queStIon oF:  
‘wHAt LIFe SkILLS HAve Been trAnSFerABLe to Your SHootIng?’ I wouLD LIke to SHAre MY FuLL ArtICLe wItH  

tHe AuStrALIAn SkYDIvIng MAgAzIne BeCAuSe I BeLIeve tHAt So MuCH oF wHAt IS ADDreSSeD In MY ArtICLe CAn Be  
APPLIeD to SkYDIvIng, even tHougH It wAS wrItten For tHe SPortIng SHooter.   

tHIS ArtICLe IS SPeCIFICALLY AIMeD At InDIvIDuALS wHo Are wAntIng to tAke tHeIr SPortIng PerForMAnCe to tHe next LeveL.  
It SeekS to CHALLenge tHe reADer In tHeIr tHInkIng, AnD to InSPIre tHeM to ConSIDer not juSt tHeIr PerForMAnCe But How  

tHeIr AttItuDe MIgHt IMPACt tHeIr ACHIeveMentS, AS InDIvIDuALS AnD wItHIn A teAM.

By Martin Hutchinson 

AttItuDe vISuALISAtIon    
FunDAMentALS

                         teAM MInD-Set
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Athletes who knuckle down, train hard, are ready to learn, 
can take constructive feedback, care about the team whole-
heartedly, and are optimistic and impassioned, are the 
ones we need to model and be around. Having a positive 
attitude is what wins and is the foundation that fosters 
self-confidence and the ability to believe in yourself, and 
especially when nobody else does! Developing this kind of 
attitude is completely introspective and can only be defined 
and sought from within. It is our inner attitude. For me, my 
inner attitude has always been my greatest asset in sport, 
above and beyond my physical capability. Not only does 
it require a lot of work in seeking to shape our thoughts, 
values, beliefs, perceptions and expectations with regard to 
performance, but also it requires mental preparation by way 
of visualisation.

Specific to skydiving, experience has taught me the value 
of being able to visualise, and while visualisation is not a 
new concept, is too often neglected. Neglecting to visualise 
however is not a matter of being lazy, or unwilling. I believe 
it is more because people haven’t been shown how! 
Visualisation is a powerful tool that can help you achieve 
your goals not only in your chosen sport but in everyday 
life! I define visualisation as, ‘the process of creating 
through believing’. If we can ascertain an action in our 
mind first, with absolute precision and lucidity, we are much 
more capable of committing to doing it, and doing it right 
in reality. Remember the old saying, “the body won’t go 
where the mind has not gone first?” This simple reference 
hints to the tremendous power of our thought system and 
consequently our attitude. 

I want to touch on fundamentals as well. The single 
most important element in mastering any sport is paying 
attention to the fundamentals. You have to be courageous 
enough to put your ego aside, because you will need to 
start from the beginning. You can’t cut corners if you want 
to become the best. For most of us, this is not an easy 
thing to do, particularly as we see the guys at the top, 
and want to be where they are, now! I see this all of the 

time! Sports people 
wanting to get to 
the top without 
first considering 
the fundamentals, 
first and foremost. 
The fundamentals 
are the underlying 
skills that lead us 
to competency and 
ultimately mastery. 
Unfortunately, they 
can also be the most 
basic and boring 
elements of our 
training, requiring 
a tremendous 

amount of repetition! Repetition however, as a fundamental, 
stimulates and creates muscle memory and mind 
connectivity, which leads to reacting without thinking. 
Reacting without thinking will eventually progress to agility; 
balance, speed, strength and coordination; the skills that 
all competitors need the most, in addition to a winning 
attitude! With these fundamentals in motion, both in your 
mind and in your training, triumph is then simply a matter 
of acquiring experience in competition over time.

Nowadays, I am a competitive IPSC sporting shooter and 
have been quite successful in this sport, as I was in my 
Skydiving career. I have achieved State Champion and 
Australian Champion in my division and grade, and my next 
goal is to represent my country at a world competition, 
as I did in FreeFly. As I look to the future and toward 
achieving this goal, I am prized to take stock of everything 
I have discussed in this article, in determining what 
worked before, toward mastery, and what I must continue 
to do to progress. As a part of this process, I must also 
acknowledge that I haven’t achieved it all on my own! I 
don’t think any person who has experienced success has 
done so on their own. This brings me to teamwork. 

I couldn’t have asked for better team-mates in achieving 
what I have today. In my experience, successful teams 
are made of outstanding individuals who each share the 
same vision about what it takes to have a winning attitude, 
and how important it is to have one! If you have just one 
person, or even a coach, who doesn’t share in that same 
vision, team confidence will diminish and performance 
will hinder. To create victorious teams, all of its members 
need to work hard to avoid negativity, which is not always 
an easy task. For the most part, people are hard wired to 
divulge their problems onto others. In some ways this can 
be communicative but in most cases it impacts our thinking 
adversely. I’ll give you an example. If someone asked you 
how your jump or shoot went, the typical reaction is to 
tell them where you failed to do something, or where you 
missed a target, as opposed to celebrating the positives 
you achieved! It can be hard to admit, without feeling like 
you are boasting, that there is a positive side to every 
action or training drill. Next time you are asked a question 
like this, I challenge you to respond positively. For example, 
“My jump/shoot went really well. I learnt a lot actually 
and can see what I need to focus my training on next 
week”. These are the conversations that tend to come up 
in teams, so it’s particularly important, that when we talk 
to each other about performance, that we use positive 

language. Positive language, which can only be initiated 
by individuals, will also help to create an unbeatable and 
progressive team mind-set. 

Negativity within teams can also raise its ugly head when 
team-mates have conversations about other people or 
competitors. This is something to pay close attention to. 
I have heard people using the word hate toward another 
person so many times throughout my sporting life. This 
word has also been used toward me, and ironically against 
me for my supposed “arrogance”. This was usually the 
case when I was at the top of the leader board! I don’t 
reciprocate the same feelings toward these people, nor 
do I get upset over it. I do however find it frustrating that 
they are wasting not only their energy but are impacting on 
the energy and mind-set of their own team. It is misused 
communication and completely abstains progress and 
achievement! It does not slow the better competitor down 
either - it only decelerates their own progress! 

I believe that ego also has something to do with the 
development of negative attitudes towards others in 
sport. Again, we need to be able to relinquish ourselves of 
egocentricity, if we want to achieve mastery. Without ego, 
it is easier to relate to those who are beyond us and to 
use them as motivation; to work hard enough to eventually 
stand beside them and to compete equally against them! 

If you can foster a more positive outlook toward your 
competitors, I guarantee you will always have encouraging 
interactions with them, which in time will also provide you 
with opportunities to better yourself as you can and will 
learn from them. You might also find you will have a lot in 
common and that you are both chasing similar goals. I have 
met most of my best friends through direct competition 
which has been rewarding, stimulating and great for my 
performance. 

In short, and when it comes to succeeding and team 
influence, if someone in your training circle is not in the 
same game as you with their thinking or in their attitude, 
there is a risk your performance will suffer, and so too will 
your ability to enjoy the sport. That said, there will always 
be differences between individuals, so if you truly think 
the team and all of its members have great potential, and 
if you think it can work, seek help from a coach or even 
from a sports psychologist to create a team mind-set that 
is visionary, positive and unified. Otherwise, as harsh as 
it sounds, change the team dynamics by removing the 
problem players and replace them. When I say remove the 

“problem players” I am strictly referring to 
your immediate training circle where you 
will be influenced in what you’re doing and 
subsequently in your ability to achieve. I’m 
not talking about dumping your sporting 
friends! It is important to remember 
that we all have different goals, which 
define the path we take. This path can 
help us to determine the roles in which 
we allow people to play in our life. When 
we are chasing particular goals in sport, 
we will always have a choice to decide 
strategically - who we need to spend more 
time with and who we need to spend less 
time with. Good luck!

AttItuDe vISuALISAtIon    
FunDAMentALS

                         teAM MInD-Set
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Wind Tunnel Advert NEW

iFLY Downunder has just completed the recruitment of our 
12 full time Indoor Skydiving instructors. The recruitment 
was a fantastic experience for all - full of excitement, 
exhaustion (physical test!) and amazement at the calibre 
of applicants from across the world. We thank all those 
who applied, but with only 12 spots from well over 100 
applicants – a tough decision had to be made. 

But... (there’s always a but), this is only their first step in an 
exciting career of tunnel instructing. In this article I want to 
give you an insight into what it takes to be an instructor, the 
journey they have to undertake, the skill proficiency and work 
required to be the best, and ultimately – what drives these 
incredible people to make Indoor Skydiving their passion. 

We chat to two of our recent recruits, Mike Brigg, a Level 4 
International Bodyflight Association (IBA) instructor from the 
UK; and Frazer Smith of Volare, who will both be joining the 
iFLY Downunder team in 2014. Frazer is only one of six IBA 
examiners in the world and it took him 6.5 years to gain 
his examiner status. Let’s have a look at their journey to 
get to the top and some advice they may have for all of us 
skydivers. 

Rookie Year 
All IBA instructors start as a Level 1, meaning they can 
only teach (or spot) basic belly and back fly in the airflow. 
A typical day would be spent taking new flyers for their 
first flights. New flyers include kids as young as three 
years old, families, school groups, corporate teams and 
skydivers hopping in the wind for the first time. This is an 
important step in an instructor’s development – learning to 
actually teach people, manage the various skill levels and 
personalities, and become comfortable in their front line 
role. 

At the end of each first time session, the Rookie has the 
opportunity to do a Demonstration flight. This helps show 
the possibilities of the sport to customers and a chance for 
the Rookie to further develop their skills. 

Although Rookies are getting plenty of flight time in the 
wind, they spend a high majority of time being... a Rookie! 
They are usually briefing students, driving the tunnel or 
issuing flight gear such as helmets and jumpsuits. But all 
those jumpsuits need to be washed and all the goggles 
need to be sparkling – so who gets these jobs? You 
guessed it... the Rookie instructor! Mike reckons cleaning 
the tunnel glass at the end of a long weekend was pretty 
demoralising.  
The equipment, including 
the fans, need cleaning 
on a regular basis. Think 
of the dust that collects 
in your home, multiply 
that by a few hundred, 
add in some sweat, snot 
and saliva and that’s 
what our instructors 
have to scrape off the 
fans. It’s not a pleasant 
job by any means! 

Rookies will receive ongoing training from Kurmet, our 
chief instructor, and Frazer. Their personal flight skills 
will improve and will soon be able to lift their feet off the 
ground and fly with more experienced customers. Mike says 
his own flying progress is definitely something that kept him 
going, along with the awesome staff that made being at 
work enjoyable. 

Career Junkie 
It’s not just our customers who become addicts! Our 
instructors will often spend their own money to clock 
up additional hours, join friends or enter tunnel camps. 
There is always something new to learn, so naturally our 
instructors are pushing the boundaries to become the 
best. Mike re-enforces this, “each week I was clocking up 
20 minutes flying for myself and about 10 hours coaching/
teaching in the tunnel... I was always asking for advice 
and help to ensure I progressed faster”. Instructors also 
get frustrated with certain moves, just like all students! 
Mike says he struggled to master sit-to-sit back flips due 
to a mental block and, “I remember getting very frustrated 
initially when learning to fly head down. I probably spent 
about an hour of my life doing a head stand on that net. 
Another instructor and I joked about not bothering with 
head down, convincing ourselves it was for losers!“

Indoor Skydiving - an Instructor’s Journey
By Holly Kilham, Operations Manager
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Training time 
is used to 
get more of 
those tick 
boxes on the 
IBA instructor 
chart. Skydivers 
request ‘sit fly’ 
or ‘head down’ 
spotting but first 
time customers 
can also benefit 
with the iFLY 
High - when 
the instructor 
takes hold of 
the student and 
whizzes them up 
towards the top 
of the tunnel. 

This now means 
our instructor is 
in high demand 
and may have 
to do extra classes to cover the requests. One of the minor 
downsides to being in demand for high level spotting is 
that you may spend your 30 minute class holding skydivers 
head down on the net. That’s 30 minutes crouched down in 
speeds of more than 200kph! Mike does say the ability to 
teach a variety of flyers and groups (such as hens parties!) 
is fun and in general it made his progression much easier. 

Mid-Life Career 
A Level 4 instructor can teach all the skills on the IBA 
flyer rating chart. They can be in high demand for private 
coaching especially with skydivers who’ve taken a liking 
to their coaching style and recommend coaching to fellow 
jumpers. It’s probably taken at least two years to get here. 
This gives the instructor a bit more cash in their pocket, but 
eats into a lot of their free time. If a student is flying 2 x 20 
minute coached sessions in one evening, the instructor will 
probably be at the tunnel for three hours to allow time for 
briefing, flight time with rotations and debriefing. 

Even a Level 4 instructor is still expected to take first timer 
classes, just like the rookies. By now, they have flown 
thousands of customers and taken hundreds of classes. 
Each class the same as the last, the same as last week, 
last month, last year... So how do the flight crew stay 
focused? Mike gives a hint, “a positive attitude and lots of 
patience are a must!” 

It’s now likely that any non-skydiving instructors will 
have tried at least one tandem skydive. Curiosity usually 
gets the better of them! iFLY Downunder’s one non-
skydiving instructor, Mark, comes from a snowboarding 
and wakeboarding instructor background. Mark has been 
watching skydiving videos on YouTube and is already 
considering signing up to do his AFF after he starts work. 

Working in the Tunnel gives you a natural advantage when 
training for the sky. Kurmet, our chief instructor, completed 
his AFF in just 2 jumps! 

Top of the Game 
You are now at the level to decide if you want to follow the 
trainer’s path. A trainer will coach the instructors on how to 
teach customers! A top level trainer (T4) can train students 
to become instructors, which takes us full circle to the 
Rookie Level 1. This is a highly satisfying and fulfilling part 
of their career as they help others find the same passion 
they have for indoor skydiving. 

So what does it feel like to be at the top of a fast growing 
sport?

Speaking to a number of instructors, it seems they don’t 
feel like they are at the top. They travel to Europe and 
see all the dynamic flying that’s happening. They travel to 
America and see the sequential groups, high level VFS and 
Big Way flipping going on. There is truly always something 
new to learn in this evolving sport! 

We only need to look at their list of achievements to realise 
these coaches and trainers have built envious profiles 
for themselves. In 2012 Kurmet took part in the 138-
way vertical record and won a silver medal at the Indoor 
Skydiving Word Championships. Mike won gold at Coupe De 
France 2013 with French Freefly team AirWax and will soon 
be taking part in the UK Head Down record. Frazer already 
has 5 gold medals in VFS and Freefly, a member of Volare, 
a world record, and has appeared on the cover of the USPA 
parachutist and the British Skydive magazine. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Being a top level coach does mean you are in 
demand throughout the world. Both Frazer and Mike have 
been able to travel with their work, now bringing them 
both to Australia. Frazer intends to bring everything that’s 
happening in the European skydiving scene over here. It’s 
not all glamorous at the top. These trainers and coaches 
will still take first timer classes, still wash the suits and 
clean the goggles. 

It’s not all freeflying and high fives... but it certainly makes 
it easier and exciting when you can fly like a ninja! 

IntroducIng our iFLY 
DoWnunDeR traIner  
and IBa examIner
Name: Frazer Smith 

Age: 32       

From: Cheltenham, England 

First Skydive: 26/06/04 

Favourite Jump: So many to choose from. We did some 
really cool skydives this summer at Skydive Spain for the video, 
‘Against the Grain’. One in particular was two guys on tubes with 
six others outfacing in a figure of eight around them, and with 
another six guys tracking in tight formation doing flyby’s past the 
tube group. Made for some awesome footage with crazy visuals. 
To be honest though, you can’t beat zooming around the sky with 
some of your good mates. 

Check out the amazing “Against the Grain” video by Alex Aimard: 
iflydownunder.com.au/blog 

How did you first get a job in a tunnel? I was 
actually offered my first tunnel job in Perris Valley just after I’d 
finished my AFF. I had used the tunnel during my time there 
because I failed one of my AFF levels. Then one of my instructors 
put in a good word and the next thing I know I’m having an 
interview with the boss. So off I went back to the UK to pursue 
a working visa for the USA. Whilst back home I got wind of the 
tunnel opening in Milton Keynes, so I applied there as well just in 
case I couldn’t get a visa and low and behold I got the job. This is 
where I met Kurmet Jaadla. 

Where else have you worked? After working at Airkix 
for four and half years, I went freelance and focused on coaching. 
I also sub contracted out to wind tunnels such as Airkix Milton 
Keynes, Airkix Manchester, Indoor Skydiving Bottrop and Indoor 
Skydiving Roosendaal, to train their instructors and instructor 
trainers. 

What would you say to anyone considering 
tunnel time? If you want to be good in the sky, get in the 
tunnel. There is hardly a competitive skydiving team out there 
that doesn’t use the tunnel and if you asked the podium winners 
in 4-way, 8-way, VFS, Freefly and Freestyle you’ll find out that they 
have all used the tunnel for either team training or development 
of their individual skills. The benefits of learning to fly in the 
tunnel are as clear as day, and with the level of freeflying ever 
increasing, if you want to be in the game you can’t afford not 
to fly in the tunnel. For those who are starting out, try and get 
a healthy balance of both tunnel and sky. I always advise my 
students to train in the tunnel during the winter and then go and 
play in the sky during the summer. But it is all about how good 
you want to get and what you want to do. After all, it’s flying, so 
first and foremost it should be fun and enjoyable.

ConSTRuCTion  
CoRneR

•  Steel, steel, steel - workers on site comment 

on the amount of steel being placed into the 

wind tunnels basement (Plenum)

•  Number six of fifteen 40ft containers has 

arrived onsite, we can say that on the 

construction front it is busy times. 

•  The pre-cast panels are near completion and 

with the core of the structural steel onsite 

we will be seeing some serious cranes in the 

coming weeks with a very big lift of the fans 

taking place in November.

•  ISA Group has engaged one of SkyVenture’s 

field support teams, Project Managed by Mr 

Terry Street. This particular crew has been 

associated with more than 17 previous 

SkyVenture tunnels assemblies.

Frazer Smith (left) with Volare team mates 
Dan Parker and Mikey Carpenter

Fan Delivery
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If you’ve been in a tunnel before, you’ll know your coach’s 
first priority was to “un-do all your bad habits”. You start 
skydiving with an extreme AFF arch, learning shoulder turns 
and dead-spider-slow fall. As you progress, your B-Rel tutors 
start telling you to “relax” your body position, turn with your 
knees, change fall rate with your hips…

It has to be this way. We need to prioritise a stable body 
position for AFF. The very nature of our learning process 
often means learning 2 very different methods of flying 
within our first 20 skydives (not to mention all the aircraft 
exits, canopy skills and safety issues we need to focus on).

Troy and I recognised the benefits of tunnel in our own flying 
and developed a plan: Two coaches take up to six novice 
skydivers on an intensive tunnel training experience. We got 
chatting with some Aussie and Singaporean students and, 
many epic Facebook chats later, we arrived in Singapore 
and taxied straight to the tunnel for our first session. 

 

“Before the camp, I was a new skydiver with less than 30 
jumps and still working through my B-Rels. I found  
it frustrating repeating the same mistakes in my  
B-Rel jumps.” Sarah Maxwell

We had an intro flight session and three full days booked, 
totalling 1½ hours each student. We’d planned two days 
of 1-on-1 coaching, with possible 3 or 4-ways on the last 
day. Turns out we greatly underestimated just how quickly 
the students would progress! On the second day we were 
combining turning, sliding and fall rate drills, pushing out 
2-on-1 vertical hopping drills and even managed to squeeze 
in two sessions of basic 4-ways, continuing with this theme 
on the final day. 

 “Not only did my basic freefall skills and maneuverability 
in the air significantly improve, as a group we were doing 
4-ways quicker than expected and we even did a few 
6-ways!” Sarah Maxwell

 

“There are many flying skills I’ve now 

developed… when I let go of grips, I stay 

falling straight down on my own column of 

air. Keeping good proximity, confidence and 

ease of maneuverability.”  

Travis Wade

The highlight for all was the final evening 
session – 6-way formations with all three 
students, complete with block transitions! 
Troy and I are thankful for the experience 
too. Waking up in resort accommodation, 
flying tunnel all day and finishing off with 
a few drinks at the beach-side bar is not a 
bad way to spend four days. We’ll be back 
again real soon Singapore!

 “It is as if real skydiving has just started 

for me now. To all the novices out there 

reading this, I could not recommended this 

enough, if you get the chance to fly tunnel 

time, do it!” Mike Watkins

Singapore Sling-ers
Tunnel Camp, June ‘13

By Russell Blackman

latE on a FrIday nIght, 5 SydnEy-baSEd SkydIVErS landEd on a (dElayEd) FlIght Into  
changI aIrPort, SIngaPorE. wE woUld Pack 120 jUMPS worth oF FrEEFall tIME and  

SkIllS dEVEloPMEnt Each Into thE nExt 80 hoUrS, and thE rESUltS SUrPrISEd EVEn thE coachES.

Troy and Russell (formerly of the 
2012 Australian 8-way FS World Rep 
Team) are planning more tunnel 
camps, both here and abroad, 
over the coming months. Whether 
you’re just starting AFF or you’re 
progressing into 4-way, here is 
your invitation to get involved! if 
you would like to develop your belly 
flying skills, contact:

Troy: troyacrotty@hotmail.com 
Russ: russellb@uow.edu.au
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Compiled by: 
Kim 

Hardwick

Until you’re down on the ground, your parachute is deflated and gathered,  
and you’re well off the landing area and away from the runway, you are  

in danger and can’t let your guard down for even a moment.

The following are taken verbatim from a selection of incidents 
as reported to the APF and are published in the interest of 
safety education. (Note: In general, no tandem or student 
incidents are included.) While every effort is made to ensure 
accuracy, neither the APF nor ASM make any representations 
about their accuracy, as information is based on incident 
reports as received. 

AIRCRAFT/EXITS
Certificate C, 128 jumps. Jumper participating in 
a Star Crest RW jump. As he exited, plane bucked 
and jumper was pushed up, colliding with the 
tail with the left side of his helmet. He got flung 
around instantly, the outside of his right thigh 
making contact also with the tail. He continued 
with the dive towards the formation and was 
almost in place when he started feeling pain in his 
right thigh. The formation broke off and the rest 
was uneventful. Heavy bruising was suffered.

FREEFALL
Certificate D, 338 jumps. Normal exit. About 
30 seconds into jump, whilst jumper (J1) was in 
head-up position, another jumper transitioning 
from head-down to head-up realised a collision 
was imminent so transitioned to freefly recovery 
position. Collision occurred (unexpectedly to J1), 
with a hyper extension to his left arm and suffering 
a shoulder rotator cuff strain. Uneventful landing 
later under canopy. Action: Freefly Tutor debriefed 
the group and planned one-on-one tutor jumps for 
transitions without momentum.
Certificate D, 502 jumps. Jumper was leading the 
Atmo jump on his belly. Good exit. Got taken out 
from above by another participant. Impact was to 
side of head. Action: Debriefed the other jumper. 
Watched video and talked about the jump.

DEPLOYMENTS / MALFUNCTIONS
Certificate E, 1,089 jumps. Freefall and track-off 
went as per normal. On opening had line twists as 
one toggle off. Canopy wound up very quickly to 
the point where jumper was spinning horizontally 
with the G Forces building. Couldn’t quite get 
the cutaway with one hand so completed a two 
handed pull on cutaway pad. RSL deployed reserve 
normally and landing was fine.
Certificate F, 4,000+ jumps. Jump as per planned. 
Good break-off, track and stable deployment. Upon 
assessment, main had two line twists. Whilst 
trying to kick out, accidently knocked a brake 
toggle off its keeper resulting in a violent spin. 
Good cutaway and reserve deployment. Action: 
Care to be taken in packing.
Certificate C, 193 jumps. Exited from poised 
position at 6,000ft. Pitched at count of five, 
opened slowly with several line twists that started 
spinning. Realised was unrecoverable so cutaway 
main and deployed reserve. Having never flown the 
reserve before, checked flare and stall points and 
landed without further problems. Suspect packing 
error. Action: More care when bagging the main 
and placing in the container.
Certificate E, 552 jumps. After normal deployment 
jumper experienced a brake lock. Caused by 
method of manufacture of steering toggles. Fabric 
had been doubled over and cut off above the 

grommet, leaving a raised ridge, which snagged 
control line loop. Jumper attempted to free the line 
but was unable. Jumper opted to land the main 
and did so uneventfully. Jump was the second on 
a new set of risers. Action: Toggles immediately 
removed and replaced. Equipment Defect Report 
lodged and manufacturer/rigger advised. 

Certificate C, 212 jumps. Opened into line twists, 
could not kick out. Elected to cutaway at roughly 
2,700ft, swinging under reserve by 2,000ft. Good 
landing under reserve on DZ. All gear recovered. 
Action: Briefed to be careful while packing and 
ensure good body position during deployment.
Certificate C, 148 jumps. Canopy opened in a 
violent spin due to line-over malfunction. Decided 
to cutaway and deploy the reserve. Reserve 
opened with a twist, rectified that and landed on 
DZ. Main canopy found to have a very large rip in 
it. Action: Referred to rigger.
Certificate E, 1,032 jumps. Jumper extracted pilot 
chure. The main failed to open. This was about 
3,000ft. Making a quick look he could not see 
anything behind his back. He thought possibly the 
pilot chute handle did not come out right, so he 
checked again and found it had been pulled. He 
immediately pulled his cutaway and reserve, being 
open at 1,300ft. Ground observers said it was a 
pilot-chute in tow. Action: More care with packing. 
CI to chat with jumper about his lack of awareness 
during this malfunction.

Certificate D, 1,203 jumps. On opening, right 
toggle fired. Canopy spun up and was spinning 
rapidly. Tried to quickly control but on assessment 
decision made to cutaway. Cutaway and Skyhook 
deployed reserve before jumper could pull handle. 
Nice deployment of reserve. Action: Had rigger 
check toggle. Will change toggles to a longer nose 
for better seating in keeper.

Certificate C, 170 jumps. Opened 4,000ft, end 
cells didn’t inflate. Was pumping brakes with no 
response so implemented Emergency Procedures. 
Action: Packing technique revised. Particular 
attention to ensuring lines are not brought around 
front of canopy when bringing tail around.

Certificate E, 1,279 jumps. Leading a 5-way 
wingsuit jump, broke off at 5,000ft, the designated 
height. Deployed main with a resultant delayed 
opening sequence after the pilot chute was thrown. 
Canopy felt to open to one side and into line twists 
which wound up extremely fast.
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Was unable to kick out so initiated emergency procedures. 
Due to severity of line twists, was spinning on back after 
cutaway. Flipped over and deployed reserve. Landed next to 
road adjacent to DZ watching where freebag landed. Landed 
downwind to avoid a car, with low turn into wind resulting in 
hard landing. Action: Using a magnetic D bag which seems 
to have a new ‘crease’ in the tuck fl aps. Will re-install 
manufacturer’s D-bag. Canopy has around 600 jumps on the 
line set. New line set ordered.

Certifi cate C, 202 jumps. Broke off from 6-way and tracked 
until 3,000ft. Deployed main at ~2,700ft. Canopy opened 
and spun into line twists. Tried to recover but canopy was 
diving. Cutaway at 2,000ft and was under fully open reserve 
at 1,500ft. Landed off DZ but safely. Action: Possible poor 
body position at deployment time or packing error.

Same jumper as above – two weeks later. Hop’n’Pop from 
14,000ft. At ~2,500ft jumper performed an aggressive 
right toggle turn which initiated line twists. Let go of right 
toggle and risers wrapped around right hand. Gloves caused 
diffi culty in being able to free hand from entanglement. 
Canopy was diving and eventually hand was freed from glove 
and jumper was able to cutaway at ~1,100ft, being under 
reserve at ~700ft. Landed safely. Action: Be more careful 
with aggressive turns especially at low altitude. 

CANOPY CONTROL/LANDINgS
Certifi cate E, 720 jumps. Low hook turn on landing 
approach. Impacted pond very heavily in full drive. 
Impacted edge of pond as he continued to tumble. Head 
(wearing open faced helmet) impacted grass landing area. 
Came to a stop ~27m from initial impact point. Dazed, 
but no loss of consciousness. Initially moving arms and 
head until regained awareness and was able to comply 
with instructions to minimise movement. Suffered heavy 
bruising. Action: Was registered to do a canopy course with 
a CP tutor the next day!

Certifi cate C, 150 jumps. 10,000ft exit for solo skydive. 
Uneventful until fi nal approach. Turned into wind too low, 
still turning on impact, minimal fl are, resulting in suspected 
broken ankle.

Certifi cate ‘C’, 280 jumps. Jumper executed low turn and 
impacted ground hard resulting in broken femur.

Certifi cate B, 112 jumps. Jump went as planned. Canopy 
opened normally, by 3,000ft. On fi nal approach, fl ared 
canopy into wind. Witness said fl are was fi ne but landed 
on ankle in an awkward way, resulting in a fracture. Action: 
Jumper revised on landing roll techniques. Always prepare 
for a hard landing.

Certifi cate E, 805 jumps. Freefall uneventful. Upon landing, 
canopy stalled in the latter stages of fl aring due to brake 
lines being too short. (Canopy had been fl own once in 
the day. This was discovered from testing the fl are higher 
up.)  Due to nil winds, canopy came in quite quick. During 
the plane out, fl ared and caused the stall. Jumper landed 
heavily with both feet in front, resulting in two breaks to 
fi bula. Action: Brake lines to be lengthened.

Certifi cate D, 215 jumps. On jump run, GCO advised nil 
ground winds so jumpers agreed to land into the west. At 
opening, winds were found to be 5-7 knots easterly, so 
everyone set up to land to the East. J1’s canopy was hit 
from front on in the centre cell by the foot of J2. J1’s canopy

 collapsed but he managed to recover in time to make a 45 
degree turn to fl are and land. J2 had set up to land into the 
west as per original plan. He realised late the new direction 
and started to set up for an easterly landing. He did not 
see J1 resulting in the collision. No injuries. Action: Entire 
DZ briefed on better awareness and knowing wind direction 
before 1,000ft & landing patterns. J2 was spoken to about 
the seriousness of this incident and potential for fatality.

ALL INCIDENT STATS JAN-JUN 2013
TOTAL - 409

Table 1. Incidents by Category - Chart

AIR AIRCRAFT ONLY INCIDENT 1%

A/EI AIRCRAFT/EXIT INCIDENT 3%

CCI CANOPY CONTROL INCIDENT 11%

DEPL DEPLOYMENT PROBLEM 11%

DSCI DISCIPLINARY INCIDENT 1%

FFI FREEFALL INCIDENT 7%

LAND LANDING INCIDENT 20%

MAL MALFUNCTION 40%

OTI OTHER TYPE INCIDENT 1%

PRO PROCEDURAL INCIDENT 1%

RIG RIGGING REPORT INCIDENT 4%

Table 2. Incidents by Category – percentages

Table 3. Incidents by Certifi cate

36% of all Malfunctions were
Cutaways from Line Twists

24% of all Malfunctions involved
Tangled Lines / Tension Knots

32% of all Cutaways included
packing as a contributing factor

INvESTIgATION OUTCOMES 
FATALITY 08/02/2013 
A 45 year old Certifi cate ‘C’ male 
jumper with ~236 skydives and 
three years in the sport was 
fatally injured after cutting away 
from low altitude. 

The Statement of Fact for 
this incident was previously 
published in ASM Issue 65 
Vol 2, 2013. It was circulated 
throughout the APF membership 
as part of its risk minimization 
policy to inform the known facts 
to date about the accident. It was also distributed as per 
reporting requirements to relevant external agencies.

Following are excerpts from the Final Report as prepared by 
the Area Safety Offi cer of the SAPC, including Conclusions 
and Recommendations.

Conclusions
From the evidence gathered and witness statements it can 
be concluded that after opening his canopy, the jumper 
initiated some spiral turns which resulted in operator 
induced line twists and a spinning main canopy. He elected 
to cutaway but did not pull the reserve handle immediately. 
The AAD activated approximately two seconds after the 
main canopy was cutaway, cutting the reserve closing loop 
and activating the reserve canopy. The reserve handle was 
pulled but only after the AAD activated and cut the reserve 
closing loop. The reserve did not open immediately as the 
jumper was in a back-to-earth position and the pilot chute’s 
trajectory was angling towards the ground. It was necessary 
for the body to fall past the pilot chute in order for it to 
assist in the initiation of the reserve deployment. Impact 
occurred as the canopy began to infl ate.

Recommendations
•  Members need to practice their emergency procedures 

regularly and remember that they need to be carried out 
at a safe altitude. 

•  Spiral turns under canopy can induce line twists and 
result in an uncontrollable/unrecoverable canopy. Spiral 
turns that result in such should not be done below 2,000 
feet.

•  The use of a functioning (Reserve Static Line and/or Main 
Assisted Reserve Deployment) RSL/MARD (eg Skyhook) 
could have assisted in the deployment of the reserve 
parachute. Jumpers should consider the installation of an 
RSL/MARD. 

DZ Management
The DZ management systems in place worked well for this 
incident and the procedures were followed. The DZSO on the 
day did an exceptional job in taking charge and delegating 
where necessary. All those who had to deal with this diffi cult 
situation did so with the utmost professionalism and are to 
be commended.

RIggINg MATTERS
CYPRES 2 SB C2 0113 – Addendum – July 2013

Airtec issued mandatory SB C2 0113 on the 31st January.

They have now issued an IMPORTANT FOLLOW-UP 
Addendum which includes additional serial numbers and 
other pertinent information.

All documents pertaining to this Airtec Service Bulletin, 
including a FAQ (updated July 2013) are found at

http://www.cypres-usa.com/

Check the FAQ sheet for a link to additional numbers of 
affected units.

SB C2 0113 can be found on the APF website under the 
Rigging and Equipment Menu option.

vELOCITY SPORTS EqUIPMENT SB 001
Excerpt only below:
For full SB including Inspection Procedure, pictures and 
resolution, download the full SB.

Issued: 1st June 2013
Status: Mandatory Inspection
Compliance: Before next jump
Identifi cation: All main risers manufactured by Velocity 
Sports Equipment
Background: Several main risers have been found in the 
fi eld with frayed/partially cut locking loops (the white type 
2A loop). The amount and location of damage on the loops 
varies, leading VSE to conclude there may be several 
contributing factors.

A loop failure can result in an out of sequence main release 
and reserve deployment which can cause an entanglement. 
Due to this danger, VSE feels all main risers should be 
inspected according to VSESB001.

Download the full SB from the APF web site at 
www.apf.asn.au 

Feedback from SB VSE 001

Feedback received from one 
APF CI, was that during a 
check at his DZ, they had a 
50/50 strike rate to fi nding 
affected rigs. A loop was 
found to be severely frayed 
(see image) after almost 190 
jumps (rig manufactured about 
18 months prior) and in his 
opinion was very close to 
failing.

Noteworthy is that proper 
periodic inspection of these 

particular risers could have already have brought this issue 
to the attention of the owner.  

An Equipment Defect Report was completed to bring the 
issue to the attention of the APF National offi ce, plus the 
manufacturer was contacted directly, as per the SBervice 
Bulletin instructions.

“VSE recommends periodic checks of the locking loops 
moving forward for all rigs. Minimally, these checks should 
be completed every three (3) months during the periodic 
maintenance of the 3-ring release system.”

In the interest of Safety for any skydivers who use this 
equipment at your DZ, please help get the word around 
about this Service Bulletin. There may be people who have 
not seen or observed the requirements of this SB.

System: Vortex 2
Main Deployment: BOC
Main: Sabre 2 170
Wing Loading: 1.55
Reserve: Smart 220
Wing Loading: 1.2
AAD: Vigil 2
RSL: No
Other Equipment:
Goggles. Singlet and
pants. No helmet,
jumpsuit or Audible
altimeter.
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Over the next few days we had secured funding from 
SQPC to help with coach fees, we had Skydive Ramblers 
on board to support the event, we had three Wingsuit 
Tutors available, we had suits available for hire from 
Ben Nordkamp and Hayden Galvin, we had ten people 
registered for a First Flight Course and we had five more 
who wanted some coaching.

The ground school was very detailed and it was great 
to see ‘D’ Licensed (and above) skydivers looking 
apprehensive, but also very attentive and excited.

Gear up call for Load 1 and you could just see a glint of 
fear in their eyes. Not much, and not all of them but for 
most of them, it was there, even if just for a moment! I was 
hoping none of them had a chop!

As expected, Paul Tozer, Ben Nordkamp and Myles 
Treadwell provided outstanding tuition, looked after their 
“students” on the ride up and got some great footage of 
them throughout their first jump! Watching each of them 
land was awesome - so many smiles, lots of yahooing and 
a considerable amount of colourful language!

I think it’s fair to say they all enjoyed it way more than 
they expected and from talking to them beforehand, they 
expected a lot! This satisfied some long-term goals, more 
than one of the attendees said that they started skydiving 
just because they wanted to wingsuit. Two hundred jumps 
later and here they were!

Load after load, jump after jump, they just kept on smiling 
and it was amazing to see how quickly people progressed. 
After they had completed their First Flight Course they 
started to fly 2-ways, with a couple of 3-ways that were 
carefully flown and worked so well. In the weekends to 
follow, more and more footage started to appear from 
this group and it was clear that rapid progression in this 
discipline is possible with the right foundations being laid 
by the tutors.

We got grounded by the weather, but we still managed to 
achieve five First Flight Course completions (aka Wingsuit 
Crests under the current rules) on the weekend with the 
other five managing at least one or two jumps after their 
ground school. 

So we now have five people who haven’t finished. What do 
we do with them? We put on TWO backup weekends with a 
wingsuit tutor available for each weekend at no extra cost. 
Unfortunately we suffered more bad weather but another 
two FFC/WS Crests were achieved. 

FollowIng thE 2013 wIngSUItIng natIonalS at toogoolawah, Probably StIll on a hIgh FroM  
thE coMPEtItIon, PaUl callEd ME and SaId, “yoU nEEd to organISE a wIngSUIt EVEnt”.  

aS thE nEwly ElEctEd SEQS PrESIdEnt (I loVE that tItlE) thIS woUld bE thE FIrSt EVEnt I’d organISEd 
So It’S FaIr to Say I had a lot oF QUEStIonS! thErE IS no way thIS EVEnt woUld haVE haPPEnEd IF PaUl 
tozEr hadn’t bEEn ablE to rESPond to My rEPEatEd PhonE callS (thE PhraSE, “dEadMan, do yoU EVEn 
haVE a job”, waS MEntIonEd MorE than oncE).

Christine Clarke
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this course provided 
everything i needed it to. 
Apart from the weather.  
make the weather awesome 
next time please. 
jack Elford

when you are scared of  
something, it really helps to have 
a strong coach who knows their 
stuff. wingsuiting is just as amazing 
as paul said it would be, and i 
cannot thank him enough for the 
professionalism and knowledge he 
shared with me during our  
first flight course.
 christine clarke

some people are natural 
instructors, paul tozer,  
myles treadwell and  
Ben nordkamp are prize 
examples of this. 
christine clarke

I wanted to fly a wingsuit for  
several years, basically from when 
i did my Aff course. it was a great 
experience that i will remember for a 
long time to come. the whole course 
was well organised, the hire suits were 
great quality and the instruction was 
informative and encouraging.  
dave smedley

The event was also to cater for coaching intermediate (and 
above) wingsuit pilots. Experience (which is something you 
get immediately after you need it) now tells me to keep the 
events separate - this wouldn’t be as much of an issue if 
there were more tutors, but at the moment they just aren’t 
available (yes, that’s a BIG hint for all of you who have 
hundred(s) of WS jumps - tutors are in demand!). It was 
difficult to balance between the intensity of 1-on-1 FFC and 
coaching more experienced flyers. However they did get a 
few in with Paul and Myles individually and separately.

Future events will be dedicated to one or the other, not 
both. We already have plans for this and they will be 
advertised on the SEQS Facebook page very soon. If you 
want to start wingsuiting, or get some advanced tuition as 
an existing wingsuiter, SEQS will do everything they can to 
assist.

A new group of WS flyers are now in the South East 
Queensland skies and they are continuing to develop their 
skills in small groups. SEQS are very proud to have hosted 
this event and helped them get into this exciting discipline. 

When was the last time you did something for the  
first time!?!?!

first flights students: 
Christine Clarke, Dave Schmuttermaier,  
Dave Smedley, Simon Elliot, Niall Manning,  
Clay Anderson, Jack Elford, Joel Martin,  
Ashley Dando, Russel Blacklock

Experienced wingsuiters: 
Chris Poole, Martin McKenzie, Owen Roberts,  
Joel (TinTin) Carpenter, Stephen (Frosty) Lee

tutors: 
Paul Tozer, Ben Nordkamp, Myles Treadwell

Ashley “Board Lord” Dando & Myles Treadwell

Day 1 First Fly Students

Dave S and Myles heading out

Clay Anderson

Jack Elford

Tin Tin getting expert coaching from Paul

Niall Manning

Clay Anderson, Jack Elford and tutors Paul Tozer and Ben Nordkamp
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POPS - In recognition of outstanding performance in
achieving a new Australian record in the discipline of
Formation Skydiving: 42-way Large Formation, set June,
2012 in USA.

MYLES TREADWELL - In recognition of outstanding 
performance in achieving a World Record in Wingsuiting  
100-way Large Formation, September, 2012. 

RAY WILLIAMS - In recognition 
of outstanding contribution as 
a selected and approved Judge 
for the 4th World Parachuting 
Championships of Canopy Piloting in 
Dubai, 2012. 

PETA HOLMES - In recognition 
of outstanding contribution as 
a selected and approved Judge 
for the 20th World Parachuting 
Championships of Formation 
Skydiving in Dubai, 2012. 

LINDY ROCHOW-WILLIAMS -  
In recognition of outstanding 
contribution as a selected and 
approved judge for the 15th World 
Parachuting Championships of 
Canopy Formation Dubai, 2012.

WILLIAM BLACKIE, CATHERINE COMYNS,  
KIM HOPWOOD, LEIgH MCCORMACK AND 
ADAM LONg - In recognition of outstanding 
performance in achieving a World Record of the 
Largest Head-Down Formation involving 138 
parachutists. This achievement was made on 3rd 
August, 2012.

Wladimir Abad
Clay Anderson
Steve Baker
Dan BC
Kelly Brennan
Nigel Brennan
Mark Brown
Matt Chambers
Scott Clark
Kate Cooper-Jensen
Shirley Cowcher
Jim Czerwinski
Tony Domenico
Mike  Dyer
John Friswell
Allan Gray
William “Bill” Harris
Janine “J9” Hayes
Mark “Higgo” Higgins
Michael “Mick” Hill
Gregory Jack
Ralf Jaeger
Warwick Jones

Ove Jorgensen
Antony Kaine
Graham “Dixie” Lee
Adrian Lloyd
Helen Mahony
Tony Maurer
Jan Nejedly
Adam Pemble
Ian “Robbo” Robertson
Andy Rowan
Leigh “Shep” 
Shepherd
Steve “Smeds” 
Smedley
Ricky “RD” Smith
Mildred Spinoza
Mark “Stretch” 
Szulmayer
Maxine Tate
Guy Taylor
Janine Wassens
Alan White

1st Point 2nd Point

3rd Point

LARgE FORMATION SEqUENTIAL RECORD -  
In recognition of outstanding performance in achieving a new 
Australian record in the discipline of Formation Skydiving:  
47-way with 3 points set on June 2012 at Perris, USA.

ROTOR OUT 
- In recognition 
of outstanding 
performance in 
achieving a new 
Australian record 
in the discipline 
of Formation 
Skydiving, 
achieving 28 
Points set at the 
2012 WPC. 

LUKE OLIvER - In recognition of 
outstanding performance in achieving 
a new Australian record in Canopy 
Piloting Open Freestyle - Silver Medal 
at the Test Event Cali, Columbia on 
7-11th August, 2012.

ANDREW WOOLF - In recognition 
of outstanding performance in 
achieving a new Australian record 
in Canopy Piloting Open - Distance 
149.84m on 3rd December, 2012 at 
the 2012 WPC in Dubai.

SELWYN JOHNSON 
- In recognition 
of outstanding 
performance in 
achieving a new 
Australian record in 
Canopy Piloting Open - 
Distance 104.94m on 
7th October, 2012 at 
Picton, NSW.

BRAD JONES - In recognition of 
outstanding performance in achieving 
a new Australian record in Canopy 
Piloting Open Distance - 94.70m 
on 7-11th August, 2012 at the Test 
Event, Cali Columbia under new 
competition rules.

JANINE HAYES - In recognition  
of outstanding performance in 
achieving a new Australian record 
for Accuracy - 30cm over 10 rounds 
on 6-9th April 2012. 

TEAM OOKOONONO -  
In recognition of outstanding 
performance:

•  in achieving a new Australian 
record in Canopy Formation -  
25 Points set on 
1st November, 
2012 

•  and another 
Australian record -  
27 Points set on  
4th December, 
2012 

•  achieving a Silver 
Medal in Canopy 
Formation 2-way 
Sequential at the  
2012 WPC in Dubai.

MAX MANOW -  
In recognition of 
outstanding performance in 
achieving a new Australian 
record in Canopy Piloting 
Intermediate Distance - 
116.63m on 7th October 
2012.

ANDREW STEWART -  
In recognition of 
outstanding performance in 
achieving a new Australian 
record in Canopy Piloting 
Intermediate Speed - 2.265 
sec on 7th October, 2012. 
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WAngles #6 took place at Skydive Express, WA on 
27-28 July. Graced again by the presence of our 
intrepid guest coaches, Andrew “Pony” Bain and 
Blake “Blakey” Hooper, we were all set to rock’n’roll 
for the next installment of steep and fast sky 
goodness over York… alas, Huey and the Gods had 
other ideas. We had a solid few days of torrential rain 
before the weekend and got weathered in for the good 
part of Saturday due to a boggy runway. We spent 
some time on the ground making best use of Pony 
and Blake, picking their brains and debriefing various 
atmo footage we had lying around. We finally managed 
to get the crew airborne in the early afternoon with 
some lighter loads running… and the fun began! 
Blake got sidetracked (excuse the pun) by some epic 
cloud proxy flying and the first load landed off DZ… it 
was worth it though… awesome visuals!

There was great progression immediately from each 
of the three skill groups running… something that 
always happens at WAngles for everyone. That was 
mixed up with a few good laughs as you’d expect 
too. The day ended with Pony proving he is not 
infallible by sliding in and getting dirt all over that 
white ninja jumpsuit… YES! Haha…. Grab the 
Napisan brother! Then the obligatory cartons of the 
day set the bell ringing.

Admittedly Saturday night was a fairly subdued 
affair with everyone keen to run hard Sunday to 
make up for the lost jump time, but again we were 
delayed thanks to some overnight rain plus wind 
and clouds keeping us grounded. Nonetheless we 
shunned the non-believers and kept our spirits 
high (something to be said for keeping the 
faith) and the skies opened up for some more 
altitude action. 

Yeah we didn’t manage to get through all the 
planned jumps, but we did have a blast as 
always and learnt a lot from our seasoned 
veteran angle gurus. It was groovy to run 

with Blake again before he left Australia to become a DZ 
drifter across Europe. We all wish him well as he rocks 
up unannounced at a DZ and states “Yah… is this da 
party?” and “Yes I like to dancey dance in my sparkle party 
pants”! Go hard homeboy!

Big shouts of thanks go to our awesome host DZ and all 
involved at Skydive Express, as well as to the WA State 
Parachute Council and the APF for their continual support, 
without which these events could not occur. Also a great 
mention to all those who joined us from other DZs around 
WA to take advantage of this awesome event… Great 
work guys! There is so much opportunity to get local and 
national coaching at all skill levels in WA now and everyone 
is behind the ongoing skill development 100%. It’s great to 
see so many wanting to get on board.

So… Next WAngles will be scheduled to run around Jan/
Feb in the new year and we’ll have a fresh new coach this 
time, so keep an eye out for that one and get on it! In the 
meantime, look up the monthly atmo load organising with 
Team Nemesis at Skydive Express, or get in touch with JB 
and I to book in some 1-one-1 tuition if you’re just starting 
out in atmo and want to get the skills up before the next 
main event. Otherwise, until the next one… run hard and 
play safe people… (and steep and fast)… OOOH YEAH!
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It was promised as a Herc boogie at a tropical resort with 
some big name load organisers, but the Malaysia Skydiving 
Festival dissolved into farce. The cancellation panned 
out like a slow motion train wreck. Week by week, about 
25 Aussie skydivers realised they’d fallen victim to either 
glossy hype that couldn’t be delivered, or a gigantic scam.  

We’re all pretty internet savvy and 
the skydiving world is really quite 
small, so how did we fall for it? 
As those affected counted their 
losses, what lessons could we all 
learn? 

Firstly, it’s obviously wise to look 
carefully at the sponsorship 
claims and the names behind the 
event. This one had it all. The 
Malaysia International Skydiving 

Festival had a slick website with sponsor logos from Tourism 
Malaysia and aviation authorities. It promised a Herc and 
a luxury hotel. There was a carefully structured price list, 
a clear schedule of dates from May 27 and a detailed 
application form for participants.

If all of that wasn’t enough, there were photos of respected 
load organisers and camera jumpers who had put their 
names to the event. And some of them were very big 
names. 

One in particular was Larry Henderson, a P3 organiser 
who’d befriended many Aussies during their trips to Perris 
Valley. Larry was widely known as a man of the highest of 
integrity. He was dismayed by the way things unfolded.  

“The location was dynamite; the lure of C-130 aircraft was 
strong; the prices were too good to believe... and that might 
be where we lost our way.” “The Langkawi Boogie was a 
fiasco,” said Larry.

This event looked nothing short of amazing, asking a big 
investment of time and money to get on board. It was a 
complicated form process, putting together jumping CVs 
to seek acceptance for a 56-way record attempt or just 
the boogie part of the event. The record participants were 
promised their airfares and all expenses would be covered. 
So, for the lucky few who secured record slots, it seemed 
a small price to pay when they were asked to have new 
jumpsuits specially made.  

Boogie participants paid for package deals, which included 
a luxury hotel and countless Herc jumps. They booked 
flights, snapping up the cheapest fares. 

Larry Henderson had been part of dozens of C-130 events 
in South East Asia, including the famous Thai Boogies and 
World Team record events. So, when he was approached by 
some long-time friends, who were veterans of the World Team 
400-way and Perris Valley P3 regulars, he had no reason to 
think this event would be any different.  

Six months before the planned festival, Larry said there 
was there was a one-day event run in Langkawi to test 
the infrastructure and preparation.  He said jumpers from 
Malaysia, Singapore and other Asian countries took part. 

“A Singapore event planner was 
hired and the process began in 
earnest.  Thousands of dollars 
were spent on advertising and 
planning, while the internet 
hummed with invitations, 

selection of participants and the slotting of formations.”

Then came the first bombshell. The event was postponed 
until June 22, supposedly because of the upcoming 
Malaysian elections. 

There were promises of refunds, but the guidelines 
constantly changed. Some Aussies just had to pull out 
at this point because they couldn’t make the new dates. 
Confusion reigned about what was happening, how 
much money would be refunded and who was behind the 
saga. The emails from the event’s ‘skydiving organisers’ 
cautioned participants not to rebook for the new dates until 
they could give firmer advice. 

The elections came and went and the skydiving organisers 
refunded event package fees whether they’d been asked 
to or not. They cited the Paypal 60-day refund policy, but it 
seemed they had other reasons too. 

The final nail in the coffin was on June 15, just one week 
before the rescheduled record attempt and two weeks before 
the rescheduled boogie. A breathtaking email was sent to 
participants, declaring the event officially ‘buried, dead and 
closed.’ It then detailed a string of allegations against one 
man, accusing him of leading everyone on a wild goose chase 
and completely blind-siding the organisers. He  was accused 
of never securing a plane, hotel, funding or sponsors. He was 
labelled irresponsible, despicable and without any care for 
participants. 

The people who blamed this man and made these claims 
did not publicise their own names. The emails were signed 
‘Administration.’

One angry APF member emailed the man named, demanding 
an explanation. She told him she felt sick about it. It wasn’t 
just the money she’d lost but her honour was in question 
because she’d helped promote the event among her friends. 

His reply was as bizarre as everything else in this saga. 

He claimed the rescheduled event was proceeding and he 
was too busy to respond to allegations against him. He 
denied any lies. He insisted that he did not keep a cent and 
money from Malaysia Tourism had only just been cleared. 

Whatever the situation with money, the losses for 
participants were significant. The lucky ones got away with 
losing just the cancellation fees for their air fares or the cost 
of buying their insurance. Some ended up using the air fares 
anyway, taking a holiday without any real purpose. One man 
was $1,153 out of pocket for airfares and travel insurance 
while another paid $1350 for two new jumpsuits that he 
didn’t need. 

For others, it was about more than money. Several missed 
out on other international skydiving opportunities because 
they’d planned their leave for Langkawi. One had a lot of 
conflict at work constantly changing his leave arrangements 
and upsetting colleagues. Others upset their families with 
holidays that were on then off.  The time-wasting, confusion 
and frustration was draining for everyone. 

The APF’s representative 
in the region is Faye Cox. 
She presented a report from 
affected Aussies to the Asiania 
Parachute Federation, a voluntary 
organisation that aims to develop  
skydiving in nearly 30 member 
countries, including Malaysia. 

She stressed that we can’t 
blame all of the jumpers in 
Malaysia, who were probably 
very embarrassed about this 
awful event. She wondered if the 
man blamed may have been a 
scapegoat himself.   

The Malaysian Skydiving 
Festival was not an Asiania event, so they had 
nothing to do with it at all. However, it did bring 
back unpleasant memories of a Malaysian 
competition in 2007 with heavily promoted cash 
prizes to lure some of the world’s top teams. The 
winners’ cheques bounced, event staff weren’t paid 
and nobody seemed willing to accept responsibility. 

Faye said that Asiania decided to ban Malaysia 
from any Asiania FAI parachuting activities for 
at least three years. “However, in 2010 Asiania 
relented,” she said. “Innocent jumpers were 
suffering in Malaysia, so it was time to move 
on, to encourage and embrace the parachuting 
fraternity”. 

Like Faye, Larry Henderson was also anxious not 
to tar all Asians with the same brush. 

He reminded jumpers that dealing with 
governments is not like dealing with commercial 
drop zones. “When the Royal Thai Air Force was 
unable to provide enough C-130 aircraft for 
the record attempt in 2008, many World Team 
members found themselves with airline tickets 
they did not want,” he said. “In 2010, something 
similar happened to P3 organisers in Dubai after 
the Arab Spring uprising diverted aircraft to more 
pressing work.”

Aussie skydivers are all well aware that things 
can happen at drop zones beyond organisers’ 
control. What was most aggravating here was 
the suggestion that plans did not actually go 
awry. They were apparently never in place. If 
such claims were true, it was all a deliberate, 
elaborate set-up. 

Mystery still surrounded the event itself. The man being 
blamed pointed the finger back at the Singapore admin 
team, saying it was their decision to cancel. 

Larry believed we could all learn at least three lessons 
from the Malaysian Skydiving Festival:

•  Spend the extra money to buy refundable tickets or 
purchase proper insurance,

•  Research host countries for political stability and 
experience with skydiving event,

•  Be cautious when things sound too good to be true.

He also went on to recollect two of the best weeks of his life 
in Bali 25 years ago. He surfed until breakfast each morning, 
jumped from C-130s all day and landed in front of his hotel 
for the last load each day. There, his wife would hand over 
his surfboard and he would hit the waves until sunset. There 
were free tours, meals, banquets and excursions, with the 
Indonesian government picking up the tab.

“Stay tuned,” said Larry. “Because miracles 
do happen in the skydiving world.”

By Kelly Brennan

many jumpers 
were left out 
of pocket and 
bewildered. In 
this day and 
age, how could 
something so 
dodgy get  
so far? 

“everything 
seemed to be 
falling into place,” 
said Larry. there was 

no love lost 
for those 
responsible: one 
skydiver said,  
“I don’t think I will 
ever have the 
confidence to 
invest financially 
or emotionally  
in any future 
event in the 
region again,”  
he said.
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Landing Safely
By Matt “Kiwi” Courtney

Lying in a hospital bed recovering from surgery to correct a broken femur 
gave me plenty of time to think about the reasons why I was there, and 
what I could do to ensure I wouldn’t be checking in to a hospital again any 
time soon.

Towards the end of the fourth day at the Batchelor Boogie a mate and I 
were the last group to exit the plane and we did a rather unimpressive 
2-way head up jump.

Under canopy I was quite far from the landing area so I pointed my canopy 
to the west and tugged on rear risers to begin gliding back. When I was 
finally overhead the landing area I needed to land to the south east so 
I dutifully followed the circuit direction and executed a 270° degree turn 
to the right even though I was lower than I would have liked. I remember 
having just enough time to think “Oh s*&t!” before hitting the ground and 
bouncing hard.

Many people immediately rushed to my assistance and I’m extremely 
grateful for the care and support they offered while we waited for the 
ambulance to arrive.

I learnt a few valuable lessons that day and I want to share them in the 
hope that others can avoid suffering the same injury that I did.

Lesson One: Don’t become target fixated. I became so focused on landing 
in the landing area that I ignored potential outs where I probably could 
have landed safely.

Lesson Two: Landing safely is more important than following the circuit 
direction. If I’d made a 90° left hand turn I wouldn’t have cut anyone off or 
been in anyone’s way and would have landed safely. 

Lesson Three: Pay better attention to the spot. As the last group to exit 
the plane we may have been a little deep and I could have deployed my 
canopy a little earlier to give myself extra height to fly back with no risk of 
other groups still in freefall colliding with my canopy.

This accident could have easily been avoided with better decision-making. 
Luckily the cost of my poor decision-making was only a broken bone and a 
carton. With the lessons I’ve learned I hope I’ll make better decisions next 
time I’m in the blue room.

Blue ones!
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It’s probably been a few years since Kambalda skydivers 
have graced these pages but the crew has been jumping 
at this little DZ in the middle of Western Australian 
mining country for over 25 years! Mick Murtagh, our Chief 
Instructor, and his green 182 have been here all of them, 
and we reckon will be charging to the end. A few new 
faces have joined the team and the place is pumping each 
weekend. Skies are clear and winds light over the red dirt of 
the goldfields year round, but autumn is especially sweet.

Simon Thomson, Scott Hawke and Abe Whaanga are fresh 
back from some tunnel action and have been consolidating 
with some head up lobs. Nathan Graham has been heading 
up some nice tracking dives towards the Lefroy Salt Lake. 

We recently held a canopy weekend coached by two times 
Aussie national Canopy Piloting champ, Cameron Rolfe. 
Leave was booked, sickies pulled, planes and generators 
fueled, and we were ready and raring to go. Canopy coaching 
at your home DZ with local conditions is definitely the way 
to go. We all thought Cam would freak out on our landing 
area, but quite the opposite, he loved it! He showed us the 
meaning of “dirt surfing”. With red dirt and gravel shoulders, 
trees surrounding the runway and not a blade of grass in 
sight you learn to stand up and run out your landings here 
real quick.  

After a couple of hours of theory on the Saturday morning 
and a warm up load, Cam had assessed where we were 
all at and what we needed to do. What a difference good 
coaching makes; within a few jumps we were all flying much 
more disciplined and calculated patterns, with safe turn 

heights, all matched to our experience and wing loading. By 
now everyone was dialing in their flare and accuracy, with 
a few old dogs learning some new tricks. Locals Simon 
Thomson, Rory Murtagh and Sash Hawke were picking up 
new skills and loving the extra time in the sky flying around 
on brakes. Mick was flying the best pattern of all and was 
re-learning stand up landings with stuffed knees from years 
of jumping roundies. Newbies Tim Bicknell, Shaun Faber 
and Jessy Jones were learning the finer points on how 
canopies fly and had the least amount of bad habits to 
undo.  

The sunset load was awesome with Cam buzzing around 
us on his 90sqft Competition Velocity, taking shots and 
debunking the myth that highly loaded cross braced 
canopies can’t fly slowly, managing to out float all of us. A 
few quiets went down that night as we tucked into all you 
can eat Mexican at our local pub the, “Swinging Arms”. 

Sunday dawned, but unfortunately winds were strong from 
3,000ft up. We did one load with the more experienced 
jumpers, getting out very deep and all landing safe and 
accurately. It was a blessing in disguise as we got to spend 
the rest of the day going through gear maintenance and 
packing, with Cam inspecting people’s gear. We are still 
wondering how on earth he could pack so neatly! A few 
more people asked for “gear checks” before Cam cottoned 
on, stopping short of packing everyone’s rigs for them!  

Special thanks to Harry Larkin, our pilot, for turning our 
loads around faster than ever before, Clayton Larkin for 
videoing our landings and the WA Parachute Council for 
sponsoring the event. If you’re around our neck of the 
woods bring your rig and look us up.

Simon Thomson

Shaun Faber

Cameron Rolfe

Abe Whaanga, Nathan Graham &  
Scott Hawke, by C182 GoPro tail cam

Scott Hawke Rory Murtagh 

Abe Whaanga

By Abe Whaanga  Photos by Cam Rolfe, Clayton Larkin  
& Abe Whaanga
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Canopy Formation or CRW is alive and well and has a long 
and proud history in our military forces. CRW has been 
fostered across all ranks over many years and numerous 
camps have introduced this skydiving discipline to those 
serving our country. Since the early 80s, some of these 
skydivers have competed at the elite level, with Defence 
CRW Dogs winning gold in state, national and international 
competition. Defence teams have also won gold in multiple 
Asian military championships.

The Australian Defence Parachute Association (ADPA) 
reformed in 2011 and is structured to support CRW and 
the other skydiving disciplines. A CRW Mentor was elected 
by the membership and this mentor fosters the discipline by 
organising CRW skills development camps, selecting teams 
for competition and managing allocated resources to support 
the CRW discipline. The Australian Army Sports Parachute 
Association (AASPA), formed in 1980, lends it support to 
the CRW discipline, outside Army CRW activities. AASPA 
has a number of CRW rigs with PD Lightning canopies of 
various sizes and these are loaned for ADPA CRW camps. 
The first of the AASPA CRW rigs were obtained for an Army 
team that represented the APF & ADF at the 1996 6th World 
Championships in CF, Indonesia. The AASPA canopies have 
also been seen on all Aussie CRW record formation attempts 
over the last 20 years.

In keeping with its tradition of supporting 
CRW, the ADPA recently conducted a skills 
development weekend at Goulburn. Ten 
skydivers attended the camp, coached by 
the Defence CRW Mentor, Phil Thamm. CRW 
first timer Luke Denniss, an Army Parachute 
Rigger, explains what drew him to this 
discipline, “I have wanted to have a go at CRW 
for a while now and I was able to secure a 
place on the ADPA camp. It was a well run 
weekend, with coaching and jumps for people 

just starting CRW as well as skills development for those 
who have been doing CRW for a while. I like flying canopies 
and CRW provides an opportunity to learn more about how 
canopies fly and react to input, as well as how to fly safely 
very close to other canopies.” Luke would like to continue 
CRW under the ADPA; with the goal to represent the ADF 
in national and overseas competition or be part of large 
canopy formations. He looks forward to assisting in building 
up this discipline across Defence in the years to come and 
appreciates the support provided to him by ADPA.

Simon Kube currently studying at ADFA was introduced to 
CRW at an ADPA run camp at Nagambie last year. He said 
“When I started, I really didn’t know much about canopy 
formation although I’d been told how much fun it was by my 
instructor, Jules McConnel, who had recently won a medal 
at the World Canopy Formation Championships. Now that 
I’ve become involved, I’ve found it a close-knit and friendly 
group where everyone just wants to jump, have fun and do 
cool things in the sky. It’s quite unlike any other parachuting 
discipline and really sets itself apart with the teamwork and 
communication needed as well as being just a little bit wild.” 
Simon has similar aspirations to Luke and his all-time goal 
would be to represent the ADF in national and overseas 
competition.

CRW has attractions that some other disciplines don’t 
offer with proficiency being gained in a small number of 
jumps. In formation skydiving it can take hundreds of 
jumps to become competitive. In one weekend, a skydiver 
can go from never having done CRW, to gaining a CRW 
Crest; requiring a minimum of an 8-way canopy formation. 
ADPA is fostering and supporting the CRW discipline and 
this benefits the wider APF. CRW is not only growing in 
Defence; pockets of CRW Dogs are flocking to Australian 
DZs such as Nagambie, Moruya, Toogoolawah and Lower 
Light just to name a few. Keep your eye out for the next 
CRW camp in your area or arrange a camp yourself and 
secure a CRW coach. The APF can provide a list of CRW 
coaches or people who can provide advice. Just remember 
you too can “HOOK A FOOT.”

Article and photos by Phil Thamm
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Ph: 07 5423 1159
Email: skydive@ramblers.com.au  
Web: www.ramblers.com.au
Drop Zone: Toogoolawah, Qld

Ryan Connon hassling the local jumpers. 
Photo: Belgium Steve

CERTIFICATE ‘A’
rorY ALLen
wILLIAM AtLee
SAMueL BAnISter
neLLIe BArnett
jACk BeACH
krISCHA BernArD
BennY BettAne
LuCAS BettS
BILLY BIx
jAke BLACkBurn
tHoMAS BLAIr
joSHuA BLAIr
ASHton BoBowSkI
roSS BowLeS
jereMY Browne
DArren BrYAnt
nICHoLAS BunFIeLD
tHoMAS BurrIDge
roBert ButInA
PAuL CAMPBeLL
ALex CAttAneo
CHrIS CHAMBerLAIn
wAYne CHIttLeBorougH
AMBer CLArke
MAtt CLeAver
MICHAeL Cook
SAM CorDeLL
juLIAn CrISI
HAYDen CurLeY
neIL DAvIeS
SAMAntHA DAvY
LAnCe DeAL
LInDA DevonSHIre
IvAn DewAr
MAtt DI FLorIo
Luke DoHertY
Peter DoMInISH
joHn DooLeY
CHrIS DownS
PHILLIP DugAnD
xAvIer ettouAtI
jereMY evAIn
Ben FegAn
HenrY FoSter
DeBBIe Fox
joHn FrAnkLIn
gLenn FuLLer
AgnIeSzkA gAwLIk
jACk genDALL
MALCoLM grIeve
DIeter HAAge
DAvID HAggAr
jAMeS HAnzALIk
BronwYn HArDMAn
rene HeSS
PHILLIP HIggInS
BrenDon HILLerMAnn
MISCHA HoDALIn
SHAne HutCHISon
guILLAuMe jAHAn
CHLoe jAMeS
DAnIeLLe jAroS LeeS
vInCe jArvIS
euAn keItH
LACHLAn kILBY
ALex krugLov
nICHoLAS LAke
vIkk LInn
eMIL jonAS LoCkMAn-LunDgren
jorDAn MACDonALD
DeBorAH MACkAY
MICHAeL MAgeroPouLoS
joSHuA MArkS
SArAH MAxweLL
jAMeS MCCArtHY
joSHuA MCkInDLeY
rYAn MCLeAn
gregorY MCnAB
grAeMe MenICH
SAM MILLIngton
HAYDn MILLS
guS MItCHInSon
Peter MoFFItt
nICo MoroY
MAttHew MutH
MICHAeL newSoMe
nICHo newSoMe
MItCHeLL noLAn
SHAnnon o’HALLorAn
CAMeron oLDFIeLD
jACk ottAwAY
nILS PeDottI
jon PengeLLY
nIALL Power
AAron PrIeSt
tInA qIAn
Peter quInLAn
MArIA reISMueLLer
Luke rICHArDSon
jACk roLLISton
YASMIn rooS
joHn rYnBout
InAkI SAntoS ArMenDArIz
kArL SCHIMAnSkI
erIn SHArPLeY
SHAne SHAw
AMBer t SHIne
jeSSe SIngLeton BrAY
HeBer SMItH
AMAnDA SoutHALL
DAnIeL StAton
SAMAntHA StePHenSon
YAn Sun
jACoB toet
rYAn townSenD
jAnnIk vAn DIIk
DAvID wALker
jAreD wALSH
Ben wArD
troY wAre
joSHuA wAtSon
rYAn wILkInSon
BrenDAn Young

CERTIFICATE ‘B’
rorY ALLen
CorrInA AnDerSon
nICHoLAS ArMStrong
DAnnY AtzorI
jAMeS BAker

jAMeS BArker
neLLIe BArnett
zeke BArrIe
Brenton BeAHAn
jeSSICA BeCkMAn
greg BouCHer
IAn BruCe
DArren BrYAnt
tHoMAS BuDIn
Luke BurnS
ISAAC DAvIeS
LAurA DAvIS
MAtt DI FLorIo
BrADen DIMMoCk
StAMI DonovAn
Ben DuMMett
SHAun FArBer
joHn gArnett
jACk genDALL
roBert gILMore
AnDre goMeS
jAMeS gorDon
StePHAnIe HALL
jAMeS HAnzALIk
ALexAnDer HorSBurgH
ADAM HYneS
vInCe jArvIS
jeSSe jeFFreY
terrY jenner
StePHen joHnSon
ASHer joneS
BInDI jorDAn
DAz kAY
Ben LuCoCk
joSHuA MAHeADY
eMILY MAtHISon
SArAH MAxweLL
ALex MAzzA
jAMeS MCCArtHY
toBY MCgILvrAY
DAnIeL MCMAHon
Lee MorrIS
LAurA neAgLe
vLADIMIr nogueIrA
DAvID ong
Brett PerkInS
AMY PurvIS
LIAM SAvAge
krIStoFor SIeCzkowSkI
joeL SInko
wADe SutCLIFFe
rYAn townSenD 
reuBen vAn HAAren
Ben vAn Loon
CHrISt vASILIADIS
DeAn vujASInovIC
trAvIS wADe
jeSSICA wArMAn
nYSSA wHILeY
trent wILLIAMS
AntHonY worrALL

CERTIFICATE ‘C’
SeBAStIAn BALtYn
IAn BrookS
IAn BruCe
MICHAeL BurgISS
AxeLLe CHAMPAgnAt
MegAne CHAMPAgnAt
BrAnDon CInI
SIMon CoLMer
AngeLICA De vrIeS
SHAnnon DoCkIng
Ben DuMMett
jACoB eLMS
AnDrew gALt
Ben gArnSeY
MICHAeL guIrgIS
ADAM HALSe
gArY HAMILton
MegAn HArPer
MItCHeLL HeIneCke
ALexAnDer HorSBurgH
SHAne jACkSon
terrY jenner
MArC jenner
Steven joHnStone
DAz kAY
CArLYLe kottek
jeAn-PHILIPPe LABeLLe
MIng LI
DeAn LIngueY
jAMeS LongwortH
Ben LuCoCk
Brett MAnnIng
toBY MCgILvrAY
jASon MCgregor
CHrIS MItCHeLL
AntHonY neALe
FreDerICk rIou
MICHAeL roSenDorFer
SHeILA SCHAeFer
DAvID SCHLAtter
keLLY SeAL
CoLIn StAnSFIeLD
jeSon Stow
AntHon tHoMAS
rYAn townSenD
MArIette vAn Den Berg
MICHAeL wAtkInS

CERTIFICATE ‘D’
jYe ALexAnDer
DAnIeL BAgg
greg CALLAgHAn
SeAn CoLL
ASHLeY CoSgrIFF
AuBreY DIerICH
rICk FrAnk
nIgeL gAYLArD
jAreD HArrIS
nIkkI HeALY
Bret HInSCHen
DAve HYnDMAn
Cj IngLIS
MArtIn kLAPPer
MArtIn LetCH
MAurICe MAtHeY
CHrIS MCgregor
jASon MCgregor
CrAIg MCkernAn
jorDAn MICHALov

joHn norrIngton
HAYDen ogLeSBY
MICHAeL o’grADY
DennIS o’SuLLIvAn
AAron owen
FreDerICk PooLe
Ben reugeBrInk
trAvIS rICHArDS
gIAnFrAnCo SeDDA
Luke SPILSteAD
Peter Sutton
PIeter vAn DALen
CoreY vAnDePoLDer
gerArD vejrYCH

CERTIFICATE ‘E’
HAMISH BrISSett
ADAM Curr
ASH DArBY
rICHIe Dronow
DALLAS DrurY
CrIStIAno gArIBALDI
SeAn HAYSoM
Leon Hunt
CHrIS joneS
tInA MuDDLe
vICtorIA Mutton
HAYDen ogLeSBY
ADAM PArIS
gABrIeL PHILLIPS
FenIx SeArLe
ConrAD zAger
ASHer zALCHenDLer

CERTIFICATE ‘F’
DAvID gArrettY
toM LuMB

STAR CREST
LAuren ALLen
AgneS BeLAnger
DI BergIC
teSSA CAMeron
Bruno CHAgAS
rYAn Connon
roDneY CroSSMAn
SCott DAveY
Luke DennISS
LAuren FLetCHer
SoPHIe gArnett
jACk genDALL
DeAn gLASgow
PHILIP gregorY
nAtHAn HAnSAr
roB HeFFernAn
ALexAnDer HorSBurgH
Leon InkSter
SHAne jACkSon
SIMon kuBe
DeAn LIngueY
roBert MACIntoSH
MAurICe MAtHeY
DAnIeL MCCuLLoCH
CAMeron MCMeeken
ken MILLer
PAuL Munroe
AntHonY neALe
HAYDen ogLeSBY
ADAM PArIS
MurrAY PHILIP
ADAM PHILLIPS
Peter regAn
Ben reugeBrInk
trACY ruttAn
ALex SAnDeMAn
BrYCe SeLLICk
krIStoFor SIeCzkowSkI
Ben SIrASCH
AngeLo teMPIA
gArY trAYnor
reuBen vAn HAAren
toM vAn wInDen
gerArD vejrYCH
jACkIe wHYte
ConrAD zAger

CANOPY CREST
BeC LACeY
gerArD vejrYCH

FREEFLY CREST 
DI BergIC
trAvIS rICHArDS
Ben SIrASCH
ALex wooDwArD

WINGSUIT CREST
erIn ALLISon-MAxweLL
jAYMe ALtIerI
CLAY AnDerSon
ASHLeY ArMStrong
SCott Brown
joeL CArPenter
ADrIAn CHAPMAn
CHrIStIne CLArke
grAHAM DICkInSon
gLen DoCHertY
DAnIeL DowneY
jACk eLForD
SIMon eLLIott
juStIn FrAMe
Ben gooDMAn
jAMeS HArDwICk
SCott HISCoe
Peter HoBBS
Leon Hunt
joHn LAvIS
toMMASo LICCIoLI
troY MAHer
nIALL MAnnIng
MIke MArtIn
gAvIn MAxweLL
LACHLAn MuDDLe
Peter o’tooLe
MurrAY PHILIP
DAvID roSe
DAvID SCHMutterMAIer
owen SHArP
CHrIS SHArPLeS
DAvID SMeDLeY
george tAng
gorAn turk
ALex wooDwArD

DISPLAY ‘D’
StePHen BAker
BArt BArtoSIk
trACeY BASMAn
juLIA BeCk
ruSSeL BLACkLoCk
PAuL CHIverS
roDneY CroSSMAn
jInDY DeBneY
MAtt DI FLorIo
AuBreY DIerICH
SHAun FArBer
Ben gArnSeY
ASHLeY gIBB
Ben gooDMAn
MegAn HArPer
DAvID HoDSon
SeLwYn joHnSon
ASHer joneS
MIng LI
ALexAnDer Lott
juStIne MCnAMArA
AntHonY neALe
AnDrew SAunDerS
DAvID SCHLAtter
nAtALIe StoCkton
jAMeS SwAn
CoreY vAnDePoLDer
CHrISt vASILIADIS
trAvIS wADe
trent wILLIAMS
ConrAD zAger

DISPLAY ‘C’
jAMeS ALLen

DISPLAY ‘B’
PAuL BeAHAn
rICHArD CArr
MArC DergACz
rICHIe Dronow
joAkIM HALLIn
SeLwYn joHnSon
jeFF kIng
rYAn SPreADBorougH

PACKER ‘B’
roS Booker
geoFF CAvAnougH
roDneY CroSSMAn
rICHIe Dronow
BrIAn Dunn
SIMon eLLIott
zev FreeMAn
Ben FuLLer
CuLLen HABeL
AntHonY HArker
DALe HooPer
ALexAnDer HorSBurgH
SAIeD kHoSHnevISSAn
ALex LAY
toMMASo LICCIoLI
DeAn LIngueY
CrAIg MArrIott
jon norMAn
MonIque rotHe
trACY ruttAn
MArk SCHAFer
gerArD vejrYCH
Luke wICkLIFFe
trent wILLIAMS
ConrAD zAger

PACKER ‘A’
DAnnY HeLMY
joSePH BergIC
ADAM DorkInS
DAMIAn MCgrAtH

INSTRUCTOR ‘D’
SAMueL BISHoP
roS Booker
roDneY CroSSMAn
zev FreeMAn
CuLLen HABeL
MAtt HArt
DALe HooPer
toMMASo LICCIoLI
jonAS Luetke
jon norMAn
gABrIeL PHILLIPS
gArY trAYnor
ConrAD zAger

INSTRUCTOR ‘C’
SHAne wALSH

INSTRUCTOR ‘B’
SCott Brown
DAvID CICCIAreLLI
CHrIS gArCIA
joAkIM HALLIn

LorI kHoSHnevISSAn
PAuL Morton
MArk PInCoMBe
tonY rokov
george tAng

ENDORSEMENT AFF
roS Booker
zev FreeMAn
CuLLen HABeL
MAtt HArt
DALe HooPer
BroDY joHnSon
toMMASo LICCIoLI
MAttHew MCLeoD
trAvIS nAugHton
jon norMAn
gABrIeL PHILLIPS
nICk PIerCe
ASH SAunDerS

TUTOR RW
ASHLeY ArMStrong
CrAIg Cook
nIgeL gAYLArD
StewArt gILLIeS
nettY MAnnon-SAvAge
toM MASterS
LISA MCCreADY
AnnerIeke MegenS
CoLIn PArkInSon
Peter Sutton
PetA tHoMPSon
gorAn turk
SIMon wALton

TUTOR WINGSUIT
MYLeS HewItt-treADweLL

ENDORSEMENT TANDEM
SAMueL BISHoP
joSH CoStA
roDneY CroSSMAn
jonAS Luetke
gArY trAYnor
ConrAD zAger

TANDEM SUB-ENDORSEMENT - VECTOR/
SIGMA
nAtHAn BeCkIngHAM
wADe eDwArDS
SeLwYn joHnSon

TANDEM SUB-ENDORSEMENT - STRONG
PHILIP BLACk
neIL HoBBS
SHAne wALSH

TANDEM SUPERVISOR
BrIAn CHAPMAn
PAt SLAter

TUTOR FREEFLY
CAMeron Bennett
kYLe CHICk
wADe eDwArDS
ADAM HArDACre
MYLeS HewItt-treADweLL
nICk PIerCe
nAtHAn SMItH
CLIFF wILSon

JUMP PILOT AUTHORISATION
 –

Compiled by 
the APF at 

ASM deadline time.
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AIRCRAFT LEgEND
Aircraft Type  Max. Skydivers
Cessna 180  4 place
Cessna 185  4 place
Cessna 182  5 place
Cessna 206  6 place
Islander  10 place
Islander  20 place
Piper Navajo  10 place
Beaver  8 place, turbine
Cessna Caravan  16 place, turbine
Cresco  10 place, turbine 
XL  17 place, turbine 
Skyvan  20 place, turbine
Helio Courier Helicopter

NORTHERN TERRITORY
DARWIN PARACHUTE CLUB INC. (DARWN)
GPO BOX 3114, DARWIN NT 0801
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: TERRY KING
Club Phone: 0412 442 745 
Drop Zone Phone: 08 8976 0036
Email: skydive_territory@yahoo.com.au
Drop Zone Location: BATCHELOR AIRFIELD
Web: www.skydiveterritory.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182
TOP END TANDEMS (TOP)
PO BOX 692, SANDERSON NT 0813
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: ASHLEY SMITH
Club & Drop Zone Phone: 0417 190 140
Email: topendtandems@bigpond.com
Drop Zone Location: DARWIN - LEE POINT BEACH
Web: www.topendtandems.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182

QUEENSLAND - NORTH
AYRSPORTS INCORPORATED (AYRINC)
PO BOX 546, TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810
Non Training Operation
Club Phone: 07 4728 4437  
Email: ask@ayrsports.org.au
Drop Zone Location: THE AYR AERODROME
Web: www.ayrsports.org.au
FAR NORTH FREEFALL INC (FARNTH)
PO BOX 338, MISSION BEACH QLD 4852
Non Training Operation
Club Phone: 0428 420 500 
Email: dawson.fnff@gmail.com  
Drop Zone Location: TULLY AERODROME
Aircraft: Cessna 182 and Cresco.
MACKAY PARACHUTE CENTRE (MAKAY)
9 ELAMANG ST, MACKAY QLD 4740
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: RAY MAKIN
Club Phone: 07 4957 6439
Drop Zone Phone: 0408 703 554
Email: ray@skydivemackay.com.au
Drop Zone Location: MARIAN AIRFIELD
Web: www.skydivemackay.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182
PAUL’S PARACHUTING (OSBO)
PO BOX 90N, CAIRNS QLD 4870
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: TODD CERRARD
Club Phone: 07 4031 5499, 
Email: managermissionbeach@australiaskydive.com
Drop Zone Location: EDMONTON CAIRNS
Web: www.australiaskydive.com.au
Aircraft: 2 x Cessna Caravan
SKYDIVE AIRLIE BEACH (AIRLE)
PO BOX 1152, AIRLIE BEACH QLD 4802
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: JONNY GOSS
Club Phone: 0418 762 315
Drop Zone Phone: 07 4946 9115 
Email: info@skydiveairliebeach.com.au
Drop Zone Location: WHITSUNDAY AIRPORT, SHUTE 
HARBOUR
Web: www.skydiveairliebeach.com.au
Aircraft: Two Cessna 182s & GA8 Airvan 
SKYDIVE CAIRNS (SDCNS)
PO BOX 105 N, NORTH CAIRNS QLD 4870
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: STEVE LEWIS
Club Phone: 02 6639 8000
Email: managercairns@australiaskydive.com
DROP ZONE LOCATION: 1) EDMONTON, CAIRNS 2) TULLY 
AERODROME
Web: www.skydivemissionbeach.com.au
Aircraft: Cresco XL750, Cessna Caravan, Cessna 182
SKYDIVE THE WHITSUNDAYS (WHITS)
PO BOX 291, CANNONVALE QLD 4802
Non Training Operation
Club Phone: 0414 566 697
Email: nqpc@mackay.net.au
Drop Zone Location: PROSERPINE/SHUTE HARBOUR
    Aircraft: Cessna 182

SKYDIVE TOWNSVILLE (MOSS)
PO BOX 1786, TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: ALAN MOSS
Club Phone: 07 4721 4721 
Drop Zone Phone: 0412 889 154
Email: info@skydivetownsville.com
DROP ZONE LOCATION: 1) AYR AIRPORT 2) THE STRAND - 
TOWNSVILLE.
Web: http://www.skydivetownsville.com
Aircraft: C182
TANDEM CAIRNS (CAIRNS)
PO BOX 753, BUNGALOW QLD 4870
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: ADAM DAVIES
Club Phone: 07 4015 2466 
Email: support@sydneyskydivers.com.au
DROP ZONE LOCATION: MUNDOO AERODROME, INNISFAIL
Web: www.tandemcairns.com.au
Aircraft: Cresco XL 

QUEENSLAND - SOUTH
AUSTRALIAN PARARESCUE TEAM (RESCU)
PO BOX 86, Southport Gold Coast QLD 4215
Non Training Operation
Club Phone: 0416 611 499 
Email: paulweir56@yahoo.com.au
BYRON LANDINGS TANDEM SKYDIVE (BLTS)
PO BOX 226, MILPERRA NSW 2214
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: STEVE LEWIS
Club Phone: 07 3333 2077 
Email: admin@byronbayskydivers.com.au
Drop Zone Location: GLEN VILLA HOLIDAY PARK, 
BYRON BAY
Web: www.byronbayskydivers.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182 
FUNNY FARM (FUNFAR)
BUNGUNYA QLD 4494 
Non Training Operation
Club Phone: 07 4677 6116
Email: mulckey@gmail.com
Drop Zone Location:  Bungunya QLD 
Aircraft: C-182 (Super) 
GATTON SKYDIVERS CLUB INC (GATT)
23/12 GREENDALE WAY, CARINDALE  QLD  4152
Non Training Operation
Club Ph: 07 5466 5521 
Email: gatton.skydivers@gmail.com
Drop Zone Location: GATTON 
GREAT SOUTHERN SKYDIVERS INC (GREAT)
PO BOX 928, REDCLIFFE QLD 4020
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: LUKE OLIVER
Club Phone: 0429 020 865
Email: luke@greatsouthernskydivers.com.au
Web: www.greatsouthernskydivers.com.au
Drop Zone Location: HAZELTON AIRFIELD
Aircraft: Cessna 182 
GOLD COAST SKYDIVE PTY LTD (TGOLD)
PO BOX 332 , COOLANGATTA QLD 4225
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: ARCHIE JAMIESON
Club & Drop Zone Phone: 07 5599 1920
Email: info@goldcoastskydive.com.au
Drop Zone Location: KIRRA BEACH & LEN PEAK OVAL
Web: www.goldcoastskydive.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182
QUEENSLAND ADRENALIN SKYDIVERS (ASQ)
PO BOX 166 , GEEBUNG QLD 4034
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: PAUL TURNER
Club Phone: 07 3314 3664 
Drop Zone Phone: 0417 079 460
Email: info@skydivebribie.com.au
Drop Zone Location: RAGLAN & WOORIM BEACH 
BRIBIE ISLAND
Web: www.adrenskydivers.com.au
Aircraft: C182 & C206
RAMBLERS PARACHUTE CENTRE (RAMBL)
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: DAVID McEVOY
PO BOX 136, TOOGOOLAWAH QLD 4313  
Club Phone: 07 5423 1159
Email: skydive@ramblers.com.au
Drop Zone Location:  TOOGOOLAWAH 
Aircraft: Cessna Caravan and Cessna 182
Web: www.ramblers.com.au
REDCLIFFE CITY SKYDIVING (RED)
PO BOX 105, REDCLIFFE QLD 4020
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: JOHN COOK
Club Phone: 07 3283 8911
Email: managerbrisbane@australiaskydive.com
Drop Zone Location: SUTTONS BEACH - REDCLIFFE
Web: www.jumpthebeachbrisbane.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182 & PA31 Navajo
RIPCORD SKYDIVERS (FRIZ)
PO BOX 266, CANNON HILL QLD 4170
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: JOHN FRISWELL
Club Phone: 07 3399 3552
Drop Zone Phone: 07 5466 5521 
Email: ripcord@ripcord-skydivers.com.au
Drop Zone Location: GATTON
Web: www.ripcord-skydivers.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 206, Cessna 182
RIPCORD SKYDIVERS ASSOCIATION (RIPA)
50 RICHARDS STREET, LOGANLEA QLD 4131   
Non Training Operation

Club Phone: 07 5466 5630
Email: ripcordskydivers@hotmail.com
Drop Zone Location: GATTON
Aircraft: Cessna 206, Cessna 182 
SKYDIVE BYRON BAY (BYRON)
PO BOX 1615 , BYRON BAY NSW 2481
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: STUART GOUGH
Club Phone: 02 6684 1323
Email: managerbyronbay@australiaskydive.com
Drop Zone Location: TYAGARAH AIRFIELD
Web: www.australiaskydive.com
Aircraft: Cessna Caravan
SKYDIVE CABOOLTURE (CAB)
PO BOX 268, GLASS HOUSE MOUNTAINS QLD 4518
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: IAN MCGREGOR
Club/Drop Zone Phone: 0414 704 415
Email: imc@big.net.au
Drop Zone Location: CABOOLTURE AIRFIELD
Web: www.skydivecaboolture.com
Aircraft: Cessna 182, Cessna 206 
SKYDIVE CENTRAL QUEENSLAND (SCQ)
PO BOX 116, GEEBUNG QLD 4034 
Non Training Operation
Club Phone: 07 3314 3664 
Drop Zone Phone: 0419 659 820 
Email: info@skydivecq.com.au
Web: www.skydivecentralqueensland.com.au 
SKYDIVE HERVEY BAY (HERVEY)
PO BOX 5422, TORQUAY QLD 4655 
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: RAY CURRY 
Club/Drop Zone Phone: 0458 064 703 
Email: bookings@herveybayskydivers.com.au
Drop Zone Location: HERVEY BAY AIRPORT
Web: www.sydneyskydivers.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 185
SKYDIVE RAINBOW BEACH (RAINBO)
PO BOX 7, RAINBOW BEACH QLD 4581
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: STEVE GEENS
Club Phone: 0418 218 358
Email: info@skydiverainbowbeach.com
Drop Zone Location: RAINBOW BEACH
Web: www.skydiverainbowbeach.com
Aircraft: Cessna 182 (Super) 
SKYDIVE RAMBLERS SUNSHINE COAST (SKRAM)
PO Box 178, MOFFAT BEACH QLD 4551
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: DAVID MCEVOY
Club Phone: 07 5448 8877
Email: jump@skydiveforfun.com.au
Drop Zone Location COOLUM BEACH 
Web:  www.skydiveforfun.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna Caravan and Cessna 182
SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND SKYDIVERS INC (SQS)
Unit 1/3 AMISFIELD AVE, NUNDAH Q 4012
Non Training Operation 
Club Phone: 0416 606 511 
Email: seqsclub@gmail.com
Web: www.seqsclub.com.au  
SUNSHINE COAST SKYDIVERS (SSCSC)
PO BOX 1079, CALOUNDRA QLD 4551
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: TIBOR GLESK
Club Phone: 07 5437 0211 
Email: admin@sunshinecoastskydivers.com.au  
Drop Zone Location: CALOUNDRA AIRPORT
Web: www.sunshinecoastskydivers.com.au  
Aircraft: Piper Navajo
TOOGOOLAWAH SKYDIVERS CLUB INC. (RASP)
121 KITCHENER ROAD, KEDRON QLD 4031
Non Training Operation
Club Phone: 0402 722 782
Email: secretary@tscqld.com
Drop Zone Location: TOOGOOLAWAH
Aircraft: Cessna Caravan

NEW SOUTH WALES
ADRENALIN SKYDIVE (TUDD)
PO BOX 844, GOULBURN  NSW  2580
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: MATT CHAMBERS
Club Phone:  0403 466 782 
Drop Zone Phone: 0422 585 867
Email: john@goulburnairport.com 
Drop Zone Location: GOULBURN AIRPORT, NSW
Web: www.askydive.com/
Aircraft: Cessna 182 m& Cessna 206
COASTAL SKYDIVERS (COAST)
23 BLUEWATER CLOSE, WAUCHOPE  NSW  2446
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: TONY MAURER
Club & Drop Zone Phone: 0428 471 227
Email: jumpportmac@bigpond.com
Drop Zone Location: PORT MACQUARIE AIRPORT NSW
Web: www.coastalskydivers.com
Aircraft: Cessna 182 
COFFS CITY SKYDIVERS (COFFS)
PO BOX 4208, COFFS HARBOUR NSW 2450
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: LAWRENCE HILL
Club Phone: 02 6651 1167
Email: jump@coffsskydivers.com.au
Drop Zone Location: COFFS HARBOUR AIRPORT
Web: www.coffsskydivers.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182 & Cessna 206 

JUST JUMP SKYDIVE (GOFAST)
PO BOX 4009, EAST GOSFORD NSW 2250
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: BILL TUDDENHAM 
Club Phone: 02 4322 9884
Email: bookings@justjumpskydive.com.au
Drop Zone Location: WHITTINGHAM AIRFIELD, SINGLETON
Web: www.justjumpskydive.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 206 & XL-750 
NEWCASTLE SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB (NSPC)
PO BOX 158 BRANXTON, NSW 2335
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: TONY MAURER
Club Phone: 02 4938 1040
Drop Zone Phone: 0422 870 009 Email: enquiry@
skydivenewcastle.com 
Drop Zone Location: MOORES LANE, ELDERSLIE and 
WITTINGHAM AIRFIELD, SINGLETON
Web: www.skydivenewcastle.com
Aircraft: Cessna 182
SIMPLY SKYDIVE - PENRITH LAKES SKYDIVING 
CENTRE (DONNO)
C/- HEAD OFFICE, PO BOX 1615, BYRON BAY  NSW  2481
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: RAY PALMER
Club & Drop Zone Phone: 02 6639 8000 
Email: managerbyronbay@australiaskydive.com
Drop Zone Location: SOMERSBY (GOSFORD) AIRFIELD
Web: www.australiaskydive.com
Aircraft: Piper Navajo, C-207, C-210, HELIO COURIER  
SKYDIVE COFFS HARBOUR (SKYCOF)
PO BOX 351, COFFS HARBOUR NSW 2450
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: MARK BRODY
Drop Zone Phone: 0433 254 438 CLUB: 0403 871 451  
Email: info@australiaskydive.com
Drop Zone Location: COFFS HARBOUR AIRPORT
Web: www.australiaskydive.com
Aircraft: Cessna 182
SKYDIVE MAITLAND (NSWTS)
PO BOX 202, RUTHERFORD NSW 2320
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: JASON CLARKE
Club Phone: 0425 200 185
Drop Zone Phone: 02 4932 7989
Email:info@skydivemaitland.com.au
Drop Zone Location: MAITLAND AIRPORT, RUTHERFORD
Web: www.skydivemaitland.com.au
Aircraft: Turbine Stretch Fletch PT6 and Cessna182
AIRBORNE SUPPORT SERVICES (3RAR)
11 YANDERRA ROAD, TAPITALLEE NSW 2540
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: LEIGH SHEPHERD
Club & Drop Zone Phone: 0487 505 800, Email: shep@
airbornesupportservices.com
Drop Zone Location: Nowra Airfield
Aircraft: Cessna 185 and 182
SKYDIVE OZ (PAUL)
PO BOX 925, MORUYA NSW 2537
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: PAUL SMITH
Club Phone: 0438 185 180
Email: fun@skydiveoz.com.au
Drop Zone Location: MORUYA AIRFIELD AND 
TRANGIE, NSW 
Web: www.skydiveoz.com.au/
Aircraft: Cessna 180 and Cessna 185
SKYDIVE TEMORA (TMORA)
PO BOX 2, TEMORA NSW 2666
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: GREG COX
Club Phone: 02 6978 0137
Drop Zone Phone: 0417 695 759
Email: sales@skydivetemora.com.au
Drop Zone Location: TEMORA AIRPORT
Web: www.skydivetemora.com.au/
Aircraft: Cessna 182
SKYDIVE THE BEACH (SBS)
PO BOX 5361, WOLLONGONG NSW 2500
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: MAX MOTZO
CLUB & Drop Zone Phone: 1300 663 634
Email: kim@skydivethebeach.com
Drop Zone Location: STUART PARK, WOLLONGONG
Web: www.skydivethebeach.com
Aircraft: Navajo, Cessnas 206, 182 and Caravan 208
SKYDIVE THE BEACH BYRON BAY (MULCKY)
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: JOE STEIN
PO BOX 843, BYRON BAY NSW 2481
Club Phone: 02 6686 2006
Drop Zone Phone: 0402 008 126
Email: joe@skydivethebeachbyronbay.com
Drop Zone Location: Ballina and Evans Head
Web: www.skydivethebeachbyronbay.com
Aircraft: Cessna 182 (Super)
SKYDIVE THE CENTRAL COAST (SCC)
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: MAX MOTZO
PO BOX 5361, WOLLONGONG NSW 2520
Club & Drop Zone Phone: 1300 663 634 
Email: kim@skydivethebeach.com
Drop Zone Location: Warnervale Airport
Web: www.skydivethecentralcoast.com.au
Aircraft: C-182
SKYDIVING NSW DROP ZONE (NSWDZ)
PO BOX 764, TAREE NSW 2430
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: MARK BRODY
Club & Drop Zone Phone: 0418 730 741
Email: skydivingnsw@bigpond.com
Drop Zone Location: TAREE AIRPORT
Aircraft: Cessna182 
SYDNEY SKYDIVERS (SYD)
PO BOX 226, MILPERRA NSW 2214 
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: RUSSELL BROWN 
Club Phone: 02 9791 9155
Drop Zone Phone: 02 4630 9265
Email: admin@sydneyskydivers.com.au
Drop Zone Location: PICTON, NSW
Web: www.sydneyskydivers.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna Caravan , Beaver & 750XL
TANDEM SKYDIVING (TANDY)
25 COMARA CLOSE, COFFS HARBOUR NSW 2450 
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: DICK PETTERS
Club Phone: 02 6651 9016
Drop Zone Phone: 0418 275 200

Email: rpetters@ozEmail.com.au
DROP ZONE LOCATION: CAMBEWARRA
Web: www.tandemskydivingcentre.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 180
WESTERN DISTRICTS PARACHUTE CLUB (WDPC)
PO BOX 172, DUBBO NSW 2830
NON-TRAINING CLUB
Club Phone: 02 6884 8266
Drop Zone Phone: 02 6978 0137
Email: lyndon.p@optusnet.com.au
Drop Zone Location: FORBES AIRPORT
Aircraft: Cessna 182

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY
AERIAL SKYDIVING PTY LIMITED (TAXI)
8 FRASER PL, YARRALUMLA ACT 2600
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: GRAEME WINDSOR
Club Phone: 02 6285 1453
Drop Zone Phone: 0418 487 953 
Email: aerialskydiving@ozEmail.com.au
Drop Zone Location: MINT OVAL, DEAKIN, ACT
Web: www.jump-act.com
Aircraft: Cessna 206
SKYDIVE CANBERRA (CAN)
4 BADGER PL, OXLEY ACT 2903
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: CURTIS MORTON
Club Phone: 02 6296 1911 (BH)
Drop Zone Phone: 0468 324 008, Email: info@
skydivecanberra.com.au
Drop Zone Location: CANBERRA - MINT OVAL, DEAKIN, 
ACT 
Web: www.skydivecanberra.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182

VICTORIA
AERIAL SKYDIVES (VALLEY)
PO BOX 266, CHURCHILL VIC 3842
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: JANINE HAYES
Club Phone: 0408 070 991 
Email: janine@aerialskydives.com
Drop Zone Location: LATROBE REGIONAL AIRPORT, 
TRARALGON
Web: www.aerialskydives.com
Aircraft: Cessna 182 
AUSTRALIAN SKYDIVE (AIRS)
PO BOX 839, TORQUAY VIC 3228
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: RALPH HAMILTON-PRESGRAVE
Club Phone: 1800 557 101 
Drop Zone Phone: 0434 174 773
Email: info@australianskydive.com.au
Drop Zone Location: 1) BRIDGEWATER ON LODDON 2) 
TIGER MOTH WORLD TORQUAY
Web: www.australianskydive.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182, 206 & 208
COMMANDO SKYDIVERS INCORPORATED (CDO)
PO BOX 2066, ROWVILLE VIC 3178
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: Peter Knights
Club Phone: 1300 555 956 
Drop Zone Phone: 03 5998 3702
Email: jump@commandoskydivers.com.au
Drop Zone Location: 1) TOORADIN AIRFIELD 2) PHILLIP 
ISLAND AIRPORT
Web: www.commandoskydivers.com.au
Aircraft: 1 x Cessna 206, 1 x ‘Turbocharged’ GA8 Airvan
MELBOURNE SKYDIVE CENTRE (VPC)
PO Box 961 Lilydale VIC 3140
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: PAUL MURPHY
Club Phone: 02 4225 8444
Drop Zone Phone: 1300 663 634
Email: kim@skydivethebeach.com
Drop Zone Location: LILYDALE AIRPORT
Web: www.melbourneskydivecentre.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182 
RELWORKERS INCORPORATED (WORK)
7 Akers Court Darley VIC 3340 
Non Training Operation
Drop Zone Location: NO FIXED DZ
Club Ph: 0409 802 338 
Email: relworkers@relworkers.org
Web: http://jump.relworkers.org/
SKYDIVE NAGAMBIE (CROSS)
PO BOX 311, NAGAMBIE VIC 3608
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: DON CROSS
Club Phone: 03 5794 1466
Drop Zone Phone: 03 5794 2626
Email: jump@skydivenagambie.com
Drop Zone Location: NAGAMBIE
Web: www.skydivenagambie.com
Aircraft: XL 750 & Cessna 182
SKYDIVE THE BEACH MELBOURNE (STBM)
PO Box 1508 St Kilda VIC 3182
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: GREG HAYS 
Club Phone: 1300 663 634
Email: kim@skydivethebeach.com
Drop Zone Location: MORAN RESERVE, ELWOOD 
Web: www.skydivethebeachmelbourne.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182
SKYDIVE VICTORIA (TOOR)
PO BOX 16, COROWA NSW 2646
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: FRANK SMITH
Club Phone: 02 6033 2435
Drop Zone Phone: 0415 704 748 
Email: enquiries@skydivevictoria.com.au
Drop Zone Location: COROWA AIRPORT
Web: www.skydivevictoria.com.au
Aircraft: VARIOUS 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
ADELAIDE TANDEM SKYDIVING (SAJ)
PO BOX 1014, GOLDEN GROVE  SA  5125
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: ALLAN GRAY
Club Phone: 08 8261 4161
DZ phone 08 8520 2660 

Email: info@adelaideskydiving.com.au
Drop Zone Location: LOWER LIGHT
Web: www.adelaideskydiving.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182  
SKYDIVE THE COAST (COOL)
PO BOX 333, GLENELG SA 5045
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: MARK GAZLEY
Club Phone: 0448 148 490
Email: jump@skydivethecoast.com.au
Drop Zone Location: GOOLWA AIRFIELD
Web: www.skydivethecoast.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182 
SA SKYDIVING (SASD)
2 / 193B GLEN OSMOND ROAD, FREWVILLE SA 5063 
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: GREG SMITH
Club Phone: 08 8272 7888
Drop Zone Phone: 0418 114 475
Email: greg@saskydiving.com.au
Drop Zone Location: LANGHORNE CREEK AIRFIELD
Web: www.saskydiving.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 206, Cessna 182 
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB INC 
(SOUTH)
P.O. BOX 884, NORTH ADELAIDE SA 5006
Non Training Operation
Club Phone: 0405 167 493 
Drop Zone Phone: 0488 778 864 
Email: committee@saspc.asn.au  
Drop Zone Location: LOWER LIGHT, LANGHORNE CREEK, 
GOOLWA
Web: www.saspc.asn.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
HILLMAN FARM SKYDIVERS INC. (HILL)
PO BOX 75, FLOREAT WA 6014
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: AUSSIE POWER
Drop Zone Location: HILLMAN FARM AIRSTRIP
Club Phone: 08 9736 1186
Drop Zone Phone: 08 9736 1386 
Email: lwiltshire@iinet.net.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182
KAMBALDA SKYSPORTS (KAMBA)
PO BOX 79, KAMBALDA WEST WA 6444
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: MICK MURTAGH
Club / Drop Zone Phone: 0419 853 193
Email: murtaghm@bigpond.net.au
Drop Zone Location: KAMBALDA WEST AIRSTRIP
Aircraft: Cessna 182 
SKYDIVE JURIEN BAY (PPNW)
PO BOX 810, JURIEN BAY WA 6516
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: PETE LONNON
Club Phone: 08 9652 1320
Email: jump@skydivejurienbay.com   
Drop Zone Location: JURIEN BAY BEACH AND AIRPORT
Web: www.skydivejurienbay.com
Aircraft: Cessnas 182, 206 and Caravan
SKYDIVE BROOME (BROOM)
PO BOX 293, WICKHAM  WA 6720 
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: RALPH FORD
Club/ DZ Ph: 0417 011 000 
Email: skydivebroome@hotmail.com
Drop Zone Location: WICKHAM AIRSTRIP & BROOME 
TURF CLUB
Web: www.skydivebroome.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182
SKYDIVE EXPRESS (EXPR)
PO BOX 5361, WOLLONGONG NSW  2500
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: SAM MCKAY
Club Phone: 1300 663 634
Drop Zone Phone: 08 9641 2908
Email: kim@skydivethebeach.com
Drop Zone Location: YORK
Web: www.skydive.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna Caravan and Cessna 182 
SKYDIVE KALBARRI (BARRI)
PO BOX 427, KALBARRI WA 6536
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: JULES MCCONNELL
Club Phone: 0400 355 730 
Email: skydivekalbarri@gmail.com
Drop Zone Location: KALBARRI AIRPORT
Web: www.skydivekalbarri.com
Aircraft: Cessna 206
SOUTHERN SKYDIVERS (PURE)
PO BOX 1478, BUSSELTON WA 6280
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: GLENN STUTT
Club Phone: 1300 449 669
Drop Zone Phone: 0439 979 897
Email: skydive@southernskydivers.com.au
Drop Zone Location: BUSSELTON REGIONAL AIRPORT
Web www.southernskydivers.com.au
Aircraft: Cessna 182 and Cessna 206 
SPORTING SKYDIVERS CLUB OF WA (SSCWA)
10 VALENCIA GROVE, MOUNT NASURA WA 6112
Non training Operation
Club Phone: 08 9399 7333
Email cblenco@bigpond.net.au
Drop Zone Location: VARIOUS 
WEST AUSTRALIAN SKYDIVING ACADEMY (WASAC)
PO BOX 439, NORTHBRIDGE WA 6865
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR: ROBIN O’NEILL
Club Phone: 08 9227 6066
Email:wasac@iinet.net.au
Drop Zone Location: PINJARRA
Web: www.waskydiving.com.au
Aircraft: PA31-310 Navajo, G8 Turbocharged Airvan, 
Cessna 208B “ Grand Caravan”  and 2 X Cessna182 
WICKHAM SKYDIVERS INCORPORATED (WSI)
PO BOX 3072, SOUTH HEDLAND WA 6722
Non Training Operation
Club Phone:  0403 477 557 
Email: wickhamskydivers@hotmail.com
Drop Zone Location: WICKHAM 

Source: APF Database as at deadline time.
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